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ABSTRACT

Prediction of Climate Change Effects on Streamflow Regime Important to Stream
Ecology

by

Sulochan Dhungel, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2014

Major Professor: David G. Tarboton
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering

A major challenge in freshwater ecosystem management is to predict future
changes in streamflow regime. This thesis focused on identifying and modeling specific
characteristics of streamflow that are important to stream ecosystems. The need to evaluate
the potential impacts of climate change on stream ecosystems makes it important to study
how streamflow regime may change. In this thesis we sought to advance understanding of the
effect of climate change on streamflow regime by (1) examining the spatial variation in
streamflow attributes across the continental US, (2) modeling how these streamflow
attributes vary with current climate and watershed features, and (3) using this model with
future climate projections of changes in precipitation and temperature to predict how
streamflow attributes change with climate change. We used long-term daily flow

measurements for 601 gauged streams whose watersheds were in relatively unimpaired
condition to characterize streamflow regimes. Sixteen streamflow variables were
identified which in our judgment sufficiently characterized aspects of the streamflow
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regime most relevant to stream ecosystem structure and function. These are computed for
each stream. Principal component analysis with Varimax rotation reduced the
dimensionality to five uncorrelated streamflow factors that quantify lowflow, magnitude,
flashiness, timing and constancy. These independent factors were used to hereafter
classify the streams based on distances in factor space into three broad classes which
were further divided into eight classes. We used Random Forests to develop a model to
predict these stream classes using watershed and climate attributes. The model had an
accuracy of about 75%. Downscaled climate projections of precipitation and temperature
were used to predict the changes in these stream classes by 2100 using the RF model.
Thirty-three percent of selected sites were predicted to change into a different stream
class by 2100. The least changes were predicted in snow-fed streams in the west while
most of changes were predicted for rain-fed small perennial streams and intermittent
streams in the central and eastern US. Class changes predicted, due to projected climate
change provide a basis for (i) considering the extent of projected changes and (ii) formulating
approaches to protect ecosystems that may be subject to change.
(124 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Prediction of Climate Change Effects on Streamflow Regime Important to Stream
Ecology

by

Sulochan Dhungel, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2014

Major Professor: Dr. David G. Tarboton
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering

Streamflow is expected to change with climate change, but a general
understanding of how climate change will affect the characteristics of streamflow
important to stream ecosystems is lacking. This thesis focused on specific characteristics
of streamflow, or the streamflow regime, that are important to stream ecosystems. The
need to evaluate the potential impacts of climate change on stream ecosystems makes it
important to study how streamflow regime may change. This work has identified 16
characteristics of daily streamflow time series that quantify the patterns and span the
aspects of streamflow regimes important for stream ecosystems. Principal component
analysis objectively identified five uncorrelated factors reduced from these characteristics
that quantify low flow, magnitude, flashiness, timing and constancy as independent
aspects of the streamflow regime. We developed a new classification of reference
gauged streamflow sites across the continental US based on these factors. This
classification is consistent with, and in some aspects improves upon, prior classifications
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in that the five factors used in classification were objectively obtained from principal
component analysis and in that it retained magnitude variables that are a primary
determinant of stream ecosystems. We further developed a statistical model that can
extend this classification to ungauged sites based on watershed and climate attributes, and
can assess the degree to which classes are projected to change with projected climate
change. Our findings, presented as maps that show the streamflow regime classes and
where they are projected to change, identify locations where perennial stream classes
may become intermittent and where intermittent streamflow classes may become
perennial. These projected class changes provide a basis for considering the implications
of these changes for stream ecosystem biodiversity and formulating approaches to protect
ecosystems that may be subject to change.
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CHAPTER 1
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem Statement
The ecological integrity of streams depends on natural hydrologic processes (Poff
et al. 1997; Richter et al. 2003). Since the distribution and abundance of stream
organisms are dependent on the flow regime (Poff and Zimmerman 2009) it is important
that we characterize flow regimes in ways that are relevant to stream biota. The aspects of
flow regime thought be important to stream organisms are – magnitude, frequency,
timing, duration and rate of change (Poff et al. 1997). Several studies have tried to
quantify these aspects of the flow regime (Chinnayakanahalli et al. 2011; Olden and Poff
2003; Richter et al. 1996; Sanborn and Bledsoe 2006), but in this work more than 170
flow variables have been considered. Although some researchers have attempted to
identify a smaller subset of core variables (Olden and Poff 2003), quantifying the flow
regime based on an optimal set of variables is still a challenge.
Hydrological processes can also be altered by human activity including climate
change (Poff 1996; Walther et al. 2002). The effects of climate change on the hydrologic
regime are thought to be a significant cause of freshwater ecosystem impairment at both
regional and continental scales (Döll and Zhang 2010; Hauer et al. 1997; Melack et al.
1997; Meyer et al. 1999; Mulholland et al. 1997). Although the effects of climate change
have been examined for specific regions and specific species, to our knowledge no
comprehensive and quantitative assessment has been conducted of the potential effects of
climate change on flow regimes across the US. In this work, we examined the potential
effects of global climate change on the flow regimes of natural streams.
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1.2 Objectives
This work was part of a USEPA supported project that examined the likely
consequences of global climate change on stream biodiversity. My specific task was to
advance our understanding of how ecologically important aspects of streamflow will
change in response to changes in climate. I sought to advance this understanding by:
1. identifying a representative set of stream flow variables that characterize aspects
of streamflow regimes that stream ecologists consider to be ecologically
important.
2. classifying streamflow regime to characterize the spatial variation of stream flow
regimes across the continental US,
3. modeling how spatial variation in streamflow attributes and classes vary with
current climate and watershed features, and
4. linking these models to downscaled climate projections to predict how streamflow
attributes may change in the future with projected long-term changes in
precipitation and air temperature.
1.3 Literature Review
1.3.1 Quantifying variability of flow
Ecological degradation and loss of biodiversity in streams is a major concern
among scientists, aquatic managers and the public (Allan and Flecker 1993; Flack et al.
1996; Hughes and Noss 1992; Karr et al. 1985). This concern has led to societal support
for laws, regulations and management plans for preserving, maintaining and restoring the
ecological integrity of rivers, which depends on the natural dynamic character of stream
flows (Poff et al. 1997). Flow quantity and timing are aspects of streamflow that are
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critical for water quality and the ecological integrity of streams, and are strongly
correlated with many physical and chemical characteristics of streams such as
temperature, channel morphology and habitat diversity. Historically, management plans
for ecosystem protection and restoration only included aspects of minimum flow’, but
later studies (Poff et al. 1997; Poff and Ward 1989; Richter et al. 1996) have indicated
that overall natural variability must be maintained for ecosystem protection.
Streamflow has been considered as a “master variable” that limits the distribution
and abundance of riverine species (Poff et al. 1997; Power and Power 1995; Resh et al.
1988). Many stream ecosystem attributes (habitat volume, flow velocity, channel
geomorphology, and substratum stability) are aspects of or influenced by streamflow;
which in turn represents an integration of complex climate and watershed conditions
(Poff and Ward 1989). Environmental variability, both in space and time, plays an
important role in structuring and sustaining biological communities. In arid regions,
vegetation flourishes in a short growing season and changes in the temporal climate
pattern may adversely affect the availability of food resources (Wiens 1977). The
importance of environmental variability to the biodiversity of ecological communities
drives a need for quantitative description of variability in stream ecology (Peckarsky
1983; Ward and Stanford 1983). Diversity of fish (Harrell 1978; Seegrist and Gard
1972), invertebrates (Vannote et al. 1980) , attached algae (Peterson 1987) and
macrophytes (Haslam 1978) have all been related to temporal streamflow variability.
There have been many studies which have examined characteristics of the flow
regime that are important to stream ecosystems. Streamflow properties influence the
biological organisms (macroinvertebrates, fish, plants) that live in rivers. Early studies of
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streamflow properties focused on the variation of daily mean flow (Horwitz 1978),
predictability of flow (Bunn et al. 1986), skewness in peak discharges (Jowett and
Duncan 1990), short term estimates of flood frequency (Cushing et al. 1983), slopes of
flood-frequency curves (Farquharson et al. 1992) and time series of annual discharge
(McMahon 1992). A number of studies have considered multiple measures of flow
variability simultaneously. Poff and Ward (1989) used 11 flow measures from long
records of daily streamflow to characterize the temporal pattern of streamflow variability.
Three measures of overall temporal variability, six measures for pattern of flow regime
and two measures for intermittency were considered. Based on these previous studies,
Richter et al. (1996) and Poff et al. (1997) listed five general components of flow regime
that regulate the ecological processes in river ecosystems: magnitude, frequency,
duration, timing and rate of change of hydrologic conditions. There are numerous
hydrologic metrics which have been used to describe these five aspects of streamflow
regime which are considered ecologically relevant. Some of these flow metrics can be
specifically associated with one of these five aspects but most of the hydrologic metrics
quantify attributes of more than one aspect of flow regime. For example, daily mean flow
is a magnitude quantifier, but the maximum value of 7-day mean flow quantifies
magnitude as well as duration aspects of flow regime. Poff et al. (1997) also emphasized
the need to partially or fully maintain or restore the range of natural intra- and interannual
variation of hydrologic regimes in order to protect native biodiversity and the
evolutionary potential of aquatic ecosystems. There have been other studies which have
worked towards quantifying natural intra- and inter-annual variability of flow in streams.
Puckridge et al. (1998) examined flow variability and ecology of large rivers and
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considered flow regimes at monthly, annual and multi-annual scales and chose 23
hydrologic measures of flow variability which were biologically significant from which
11 relatively independent measures of hydrologic variability were identified and used to
categorize river types associated fish biology. Some investigation have used a
multivariate approach to quantify hydrologic regime by examining sets of different
hydrologic indices simultaneously (Clausen and Biggs 2000; Pettit et al. 2001; Poff and
Ward 1989; Richter et al. 1997; Richter et al. 1996).
The studies cited above have generated a large number of different hydrologic
indices but the task of choosing from these available indices remains challenging. Olden
and Poff (2003) did a comprehensive review of 171 hydrologic indices (from 13
published papers) using 420 sites across the continental US with an objective of
identifying a smaller set of indices that could adequately represent critical streamflow
characteristics. A Principal Component Analysis was performed to examine the
relationship among hydrologic indices, and they found that four components could
explain 76% of total flow variation. They identified a set of 25 indices with the highest
absolute loadings on the significant principal component axes and these are suggested as
a starting point for quantifying biologically relevant aspects of streamflow regime.
Based on this literature review, it can be said that there is not a single set of
variables that can quantify the flow variability perfectly, but that, prior studies provide
help towards selecting high-information, non-redundant indices describing different
aspects of flow regime deemed relevant to the particular ecological question in interest.
However, a weakness of these studies is that in many the linkage to ecology is qualitative
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and judgment based rather than quantitatively related to the biodiversity of stream
ecosystems.

1.3.2 Classification
“Classification in the strictest sense means ordering or arranging objects into
groups or sets on the basis of their similarities or relationships” (Platts 1980). Catchments
and streams exhibit some degree of uniqueness and complexity (Beven 2000) but with
the assumption of some level of organization, the functional behavior of catchments can
be predicted and classified (Dooge 1986).
Streams have previously been classified based on various grounds and for a
variety of purposes. Davis (1899) first classified streams as youthful, mature and old age.
Melton (1936) classified streams by the manner in which flood plains were created.
Similarly, rivers have been classified based on sinuosity (Leopold and Wolman 1957),
descriptors and interpretive characteristics of channel stability and sediment transport
(Schumm 1963), valley types (Thornbury 1969) and other geomorphological
characteristics.
Stream classification based on the fauna they contain also has a long history (Hall
and Knight 1981). Initially, faunistic classifications of streams were based on specific
chemical or physical factors which were correlated with the type of fish the stream
contained. For example, Ohle (1937) used calcium concentration for distinguishing three
classes of streams. Calcium was found to have strong correlation with faunistic groupings
(Whitton 1975). Illies and Botosaneanu (1963) also gave a classification consisting of 8
classes based on physical and chemical measures correlated with stream biota. Pennak
(1971) pointed out that these classification studies based on a physical or chemical
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measure must be accompanied with faunistic studies and used 13 chemical, physical and
biological stream characteristics to develop a worldwide system of classifying brooks,
streams and small rivers. This system of classification of lotic habitat was also used for
classification of streams in Idaho (Savage and Rabe 1979) which resulted in five stream
types and this classification was supported on an ecological basis by analysis of
collections of aquatic organisms. Classification based on physical and chemical
properties and coupling them with aquatic species data was performed for small sections
of the Salmon River, Idaho (Hall and Knight 1981). There were a few problems with this
method of stream classification. (1) Firstly, these classifications were based on transient
physical and chemical properties of streams which could lead to changes in stream
classes within short periods of time. These problems preclude classification of streams
using the aforementioned approach at continental level (national level). Also these
classifications were based on specific aquatic species that have limited geographic
occurrences.
Classification of flow regimes in ecohydrology is important for many reasons.
Spatial variability in streamflow regime can be better understood using classification
(Kennard et al. 2010; Olden et al. 2012). Classification can help understand riverine flow
variability (Harris et al. 2000; Mosley 1981; Poff 1996) as well as the influence of
streamflow on ecological processes (Jowett and Duncan 1990; LeRoy Poff and Allan
1995; Snelder et al. 2004). Classification also facilitates hydrological modeling in
specific geographical regions with similar flow regime (Wagener et al. 2007).
Classification can also help in prioritization of freshwater ecosystem conservation efforts
and water resources management (Olden et al. 2012). As flow regime is considered an
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important determinant of freshwater diversity and ecological processes (Poff et al. 1997),
classification of flow regimes has been considered as a critical process in environmental
flow assessments.
There have been different approaches used for classification of flow regime.
Olden et al. (2012) recognized two approaches to stream classification: (1) The deductive
approach where spatial variation in flow regimes are described based on hydrologically
relevant data (climate, catchment topography, soils, vegetation and land use) because
measured/modeled hydrologic data is not available; (2) Inductive approach where
classification is done using attributes derived from direct measures of hydrology (flow).
Deductive approaches to classification can include environmental regionalization,
hydrologic regionalization and environmental classification. For environmental
regionalization, analysis is carried out using maps and spatial data and hydrologic
similarity is assumed based on streams in geographically contiguous regions. But
Kennard et al. (2010) showed that streams and rivers in similar regions (contiguous river
basin or non-contiguous hydro-regions) are not guaranteed to be hydrologically similar.
Also, it was found that for the United States, environmental drivers of streamflow vary
substantially within very similar hydrologic regions (Carlisle et al. 2010). The hydrologic
regionalization approach uses regression to model, based on catchment and climate
properties of a watershed, hydrologic metrics derived at gaged stations so as to
extrapolate these metrics to ungaged or sparsely gaged watersheds. Sanborn and Bledsoe
(2006) used this approach to classify ungaged streams using eighty four flow metrics for
150 streams in Colorado, Washington and Oregon. The environmental classification
approach classifies streams based on their physical and chemical attributes (Olden et al.
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2012). Wolock et al. (2004) used this approach to classify 44 000 small watersheds into
20 hydrologic regions based on geomorphic characteristics, geology and climate. In this
approach geomorphic characteristics relate to the movement of surface water. The
geology relates to the movement of groundwater and climate characterizes the
atmosphere-water exchange. A similar approach is the River Environmental
Classification (REC) framework (Snelder and Biggs 2002) which is a recent example of
environmental classification used to map the rivers of New Zealand. One of the
assumptions of REC is that ecological characteristics of rivers are responses to fluvial
(hydrological and hydraulic) processes. Snelder and Hughey (2005) also used REC to
demonstrate its potential to support regional water management planning and showed,
using case studies, that use of ecological classification can increase the specificity of
assessment process and management options. Although this approach assumes
topography, surficial geology and climate to be the only factors controlling hydrologic
processes, there are other factors which cause physical variation in streams and hence
may limit the usefulness of this classification in some cases.
The inductive approach to classification involves calculating hydrologic metrics
that describe various aspects of flow regime and provides order to the complexity of flow
data by grouping the rivers with similarities.
The work of Poff and Ward (1989) which used 11 standardized flow derived
variables for 78 streams across the US is one of the earliest uses of the inductive
approach. The 11 flow metrics were used to classify these streams using the K-means
clustering method, a widely used non-hierarchical clustering technique (McCune et al.
2002). In this method, the number of desired clusters is first chosen. Then initially
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random cluster centroids are iteratively moved to minimize within-cluster variance
(Hastie et al. 2001). This method of clustering is simple and computationally fast with a
large number of variables. But this method requires selection of the number of clusters
(K) before clustering, and as K is increased the structure of clusters may change. Also,
this method minimizes within-cluster sum of squares and does not always converge to a
global optimum. The local optimum set of classes depends on the initial random cluster
centroids diminishing the reproducibility of the classes obtained.
Another similar work by Poff (1996) at a national scale for United States used a
larger set of 806 stream gages and 10 ecologically relevant hydrological characteristics in
a two-stage density linkage method for classification using a modified K-means method
was developed by Wong and Shaack (1982) that produces reproducible unique clusters.
Chinnayakanhalli (2010) also followed the inductive approach to classification and used
543 gaged streams in the western US to quantify 12 streamflow variables which
characterize the natural flow regime. Principal component analysis with varimax rotation
(Jackson 1993) was used to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset before clustering it
using K-means classification. There have been several other studies which have classified
streams using similar methods at basin scale (Alba Solans and LeRoy Poff 2012;
Bejarano et al. 2010), at regional scale (Hughes and James 1989; Liermann et al. 2012),
at national/continental scale (Poff 1996; Snelder et al. 2009) and at a global scale
(Dettinger and Diaz 2000; Puckridge et al. 1998).
1.3.3 Prediction of change in stream flow regime with climate change
Streamflow regime which is characterized by components such as the timing,
magnitude and frequency of flow is related to the ecological dynamics of river systems
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(Poff et al. 1997). Hence, alteration of any of these flow regime components due either to
human activities or climate change, may affect the aquatic organisms present due to
change in flow of energy and sediments in streams (Gibson et al. 2005; Poff et al. 1997).
Climate fluctuations can occur naturally or as a result of human activities
(Houghton et al. 1990). The IPCC (Houghton et al. 2001) provided strong evidence that
most of the observed warming in climate is attributable to human activities and is not just
natural climate variability. The evidence of ecological responses to climate change,
although at an early stage, is visible and changes have been observed in the distribution
of species as well as compositions of and interactions with communities (Walther et al.
2002). Hence, it is necessary to understand the response of aquatic ecosystems to climate
change.
There have been many studies which examine the potential impacts of future
climate scenarios on aquatic ecosystems. Even though globally the temperature is
increasing, climate changes are spatially heterogeneous and examination of regional
changes is more relevant to aquatic ecosystems (Walther et al. 2002). Hauer et al. (1997)
examined current climate along with past climate change trends and hypothesized future
changes in flow and temperature of water bodies and streams in the Rocky Mountain
region. The effects of climate change on streams and aquatic organisms were predicted in
conjunction with the changes in riparian vegetation and timberline as well as shifts in
magnitude and timing of snow accumulations and snowmelt runoff (Hauer et al. 1997). In
particular Hauer et al. indicated a warming in the region with reduced snowpack, which
results in lower total discharge and lower peak in spring runoff. There are many lotic
invertebrates which have close linkage to temperature, so in high alpine environments,
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the study predicted that cold stenothermic species would be extirpated if precipitation
changes resulted in streams becoming intermittent. Also, as the fish population is
dominated by salmonids in this region, a predicted air temperature increase of 4 degrees
Celsius would make 62% of the geographical area in this region unsuitable for them.
Along with air temperature rise, increases in winter warming would directly affect
autumn-spawning salmonids owning to increase in rain on snow events.
Similarly, Melack et al. (1997) predicted increased runoff during winter and less
runoff in summer in northern California, under doubled atmospheric CO2 climate change
projections. Mulholland et al. (1997) examined the effect of climate change on the SouthEastern US, and saw declining runoff due to increased evaporation. They also predicted
increased storm intensities causing extreme hydrographs with larger peaks but lower
baseflow, which results in reduction of habitat for cool water species and loss of
organisms due to intense flushing events with shorter periods of inundation in riparian
areas (Mulholland et al. 1997).
While these were regional studies, Meyer et al. (1999) reviewed predictions of the
effect of continental scale climate change on aquatic ecosystems in eight regions in North
America. An overall increase in precipitation and streamflow was projected which would
increase the frequency and magnitude of extreme flow events in many regions. Major
impacts of changes in variability (magnitude and frequency) and seasonality of runoff
includes altered nutrient loading and limited habitat availability for many aquatic species.
Along with these direct effects in streams, the study also predicted indirect changes in
aquatic ecosystems due to the effect of changing climate on terrestrial ecosystems (Meyer
et al. 1999).
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Gibson et al. (2005) indicated the need for examination of climate change in river
ecosystems not only at a regional scale but also at a (smaller) catchment scale. Two case
studies at a catchment level (Cle Elum River, Washington and Chattahoochee–
Apalachicola River in Georgia, Alabama and Florida) were considered in his study.
Statistically downscaled General Circulation Models (GCMs) were used to predict
precipitation and temperature. These were input to the Precipitation-Runoff Modeling
System (PRMS) to predict future daily flow for Cle Elum River, while a regression
model between runoff and climate parameters (Georgakakos and Yao 2000) was used for
the Chattahoochee–Apalachicola River. For the Cle Elum River watershed, it was
projected for 2080-2095 that low flows would get lower, and lower water periods will
last longer. This would result in higher summer water temperatures; lower summer
dissolved oxygen and hence reduced survival of larval fishes. Other effects due to a lower
flow in these rivers would indicate reduced habitat availability and affect lateral
exchanges between riparian zone and streams. The dam in the Chattahoochee–
Apalachicola River watershed decreased the variability of flow for current conditions.
Future predictions indicated that this variability was further slightly reduced. The
reduction in discharge in this stream was predicted to reduce below a threshold which
would prohibit some floodplains being connected to the main river. This would not allow
many fish to spawn during a critical spawning period in 2050. Furthermore, it was
predicted that the decrease in low flows would not allow movement of fish between the
main channel and tributaries.
Döll and Zhang (2010) quantified the impact of climate change on five
ecologically relevant flow indicators, using a global water model WaterGAP 2.1g to
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simulate monthly flows at a 0.5 degree spatial resolution. WaterGAP includes the human
alteration effects of dam withdrawals on river discharge. The impacts of climate change
on streams were compared to the impact of withdrawal from dams on a natural flow
regime. It was predicted that by the 2050s, climate change might affect the flow regime
characteristics more strongly than dams and water withdrawals to date. Döll and Zhang
found that this model does not perform well to assess interannual variability or the effect
of heavy precipitation events.
The first step in investigating how flow regime alterations impact stream biota
involves relating measured hydrological indices to biological samples collected at these
locations. However, streamflow is not gaged at many locations where biological samples
have been collected. So there is a need to model streamflow regime at ungaged location,
based on the properties of watershed that contributes to the flow at that specific location
(Chinnayakanahalli 2010), or to model the biology at locations where streamflow is
measured based on other information. A number of statistical models have been
developed which can be used for predicting streamflow regime class using a variety of
watershed attributes (Breiman 2001; Hastie et al. 2001). We pursue some of these below.
We are not aware of work that has pursued the alternative option of modeling biology at
streamflow measurement locations and have not pursued this approach as our interest is
primarily in the relationship between streamflow properties and biology, not models that
sidestep the need for streamflow by using other quantities to model biology.
An approach for streamflow regime prediction of ungaged watersheds is to group gaged
streams into classes based on their hydrological properties and then use watershed
attributes of the selected gaged streams as inputs to a model for prediction of stream
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classes. This model then can be used with watershed properties of ungaged streams to
predict stream class at ungaged sites. This approach has been followed in various studies
and regression models have been built for various regions (Ries 1997; Riggs 1972; Vogel
et al. 1999).
Chinnayakanahalli (2010) explored four different classification models – (1)
Classification and Regression Trees (CART) (2) Random Forest (RF) (3) Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and (4) Support Vector Machines (SVM) to identify
response class from input variables and evaluated the prediction capability of these
models. LDA maximizes the ratio of between-class variance to the within-class variance
for maximum class separation. LDA requires assumption of normality of predictor
variables and the process of LDA implementation was considered most tedious compared
to other methods (Chinnayakanahalli 2010; Hastie et al. 2001). CART uses decision
trees, which are represented by a set of binary (yes or no) questions based on input data
for classification. These trees which help classify the data may be used for prediction
with new input data. Although CART is easy to implement and interpret, it performed the
worst among the four methods in terms of prediction error (Chinnayakanahalli 2010).
SVMs create partitions among classes using hyperplanes and these hyperplanes act as
boundaries for classes within the space of predictor variables. Based on prediction error
SVM came close to RF (which performed best), but SVM lacks good variable selection
tools and it is difficult to understand the interaction between watershed attributes and
streamflow regime classes since it involves the complicated kernel transformations that
occur within SVM (Chinnayakanahalli 2010; Vapnik et al. 1997). RF is an ensemble
learning method and creates a number of classification trees by sampling a fraction of
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testing data using CART. Then, classes are assigned according to the class that receives
most votes among the Classification Trees (Breiman 2001). RF also quantifies the
importance of predictor variables which is important for variable selection when there is
a large set of predictor variables. The prediction error in RF is calculated based on input
vectors not used in tree construction which eliminates the need to use cross validation to
quantify model error. RF does not overfit the data if the training dataset is large enough
and many trees can be grown.

1.3.4 Summary
Review of this literature shows that there have been many studies which have
tried to best quantify flow regime important for stream ecology, classify streams and
examine the effects of climate change on streams. Our work involves quantifying and
identifying flow regime characteristics with a smaller and more manageable set of
variables than what has been commonly used in the past. We classify streams at the scale
of the continental US, at a higher resolution than previous studies (Poff 1996) with
distinct classes for streams with distinct hydrological properties. Our work involves
developing of model for prediction of flow regime using watershed attributes and
prediction of changes in flow regime using spatially fine scale (4 km) future climate data,
resulting from a downscaled climate model. Thus, we provide an approach for
examination of changes in streamflow classes due to climate change using improvements
in and combination of methods used in previous studies.
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CHAPTER 2
2. METHODS

This chapter gives the methods used in this work. As our work had an objective of
modeling ecologically important aspects of flow regime that will change in response to
climate change, we first selected a set of 16 streamflow regime variables that, in our
judgment, sufficiently characterized aspects of streamflow regime most relevant to
stream ecologically. Since our goal was to focus on the effects of climate change these
variables were then computed at selected reference sites which are not affected by human
influences. To identify the major aspects of flow regime and to reduce the dimensionality
of the dataset, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with Varimax Rotation was
performed. For PCA results to be interpreted statistically it is preferable for variables to
be normally distributed (McCune et al. 2002); so the variables were normalized using
Box-Cox transformations prior to PCA. PCA with Varimax Rotation resulted in rotated
PC factors which were then used to classify the selected sites using Ward’s clustering
method (Howard and Kerby 1983). Since streamflow depends on the geomorphological,
soil and climate properties of a watershed, we developed a Random Forest (RF) model
(Breiman 2001) that used these watershed attributes to predict flow regime classes for the
selected stations. This model was used with predicted future climate data to examine
projected changes in stream classes.
2.1 Selection of Variables
This section describes the process used to select the sixteen streamflow variables
that we used to quantify ecological aspects of the streamflow regime. The literature
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(reviewed above) has identified hundreds of variables that quantify aspects of the
streamflow regime. We sought to narrow this down to a manageable number of carefully
chosen variables that represent the aspects of streamflow regime that in our judgment are
important for stream ecology. We factored into our considerations the five aspects of
streamflow regime generally considered important for stream ecology, described
previously (Magnitude, Frequency, Duration, Timing, and Rate of change) (Poff et al.
1997). We deliberately sought a small (parsimonious) set of variables to facilitate
physical interpretation of the statistical analyses we performed as principal components
with weights across multiple variables are intractable to interpret. Our variable selection
was initially based on the variables selected for similar purpose in a western classification
study (Chinnayakanahalli et al. 2011) but was extended to address some shortcomings
identified in the variables set used. Specifically we added variables to quantify timing and
frequency and consolidated base flow and the zero day fraction into a single extended
low flow index. There was also some iteration on the variables used during the analysis
and interpretation of Principal Component Analysis and Classification results to ensure
that the resulting principal components aligned with and had representation of the aspects
of streamflow regime considered important for stream ecology.
The final set of sixteen variables selected is grouped according to the flow
condition they quantify (Table 2-1) and defined below. We then discuss the ecological
characteristics of each variable to justify its inclusion and provide information on the
characteristic of streamflow that it quantifies.
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Table 2-1 Ecologically relevant streamflow regime variables selected for analysis

Flow Variables
Number of Zero Flow Events (ZFE)

Units
Count per Year

Extended Low Flow Index (ELFI)

(dimensionless)

Number of Low Flow Events (LFE)

Count per year

Average 7 Day Minimum Streamflow (Q7min)

Cubic feet per sec

Average 7 Day Maximum Streamflow
(Q7max)
Bank Full Flow (Q167)

Cubic feet per sec

Flood Duration (FLDDUR)

Number of days

Time of Peak (Tp)
Number of High Flow Events (HFE)

Days starting from
Water Year
Count per year

Mean Daily Discharge (QMEAN)

Cubic feet per sec

Coefficient of Variation of Daily Flows
(DAYCV)
Colwell’s Index of Predictability (P)

(dimensionless)

Colwell’s Index of Constancy (C)

(dimensionless)

Colwell’s Index of Contingency (M)

(dimensionless)

Flow Reversals Per Year (R)
50% Flow Date (T50)

Count per year
Days starting from
Water Year

Flow
Condition
Dry

Low

High

Cubic feet per sec

(dimensionless)

General
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2.1.1 DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES SELECTED
1. ZFE is the average number of zero flow events per year for the entire period of
record. A zero flow event is a contiguous period within a year when flow falls to
zero.
2. ELFI is a combination of two streamflow variables, namely Base Flow Index and
Zero days fraction.
a. Base Flow Index (BFI) is the ratio of lowest daily flow to annual average
flow (expressed as percentage) and represents the stability of flow. Values
near 1 indicate a fairly constant flow and zero values indicate intermittent
stream.
b. Zero Days Fraction (ZDF) is the average proportion of zero flow days in a
year and quantifies low flow disturbance and intermittency in streamflow.
BFI is zero for streams that go dry, while ZDF (and ZFE) are zero for streams
that do not go dry. Thus in terms of quantifying the amount of time a stream is
dry or how close to becoming dry a stream becomes BFI and ZDF are quantities
that complement each other. Moving along a scale of decreasing BFI, ZDF is 0
for all streams for which BFI is greater than 0, but once BFI reaches 0, ZDF
becomes greater than 0 and quantifies the fraction of time a stream is dry. This
suggests a composite variable, ELFI = BFI-ZDF to combine the complimentary
information in BFI and ZDF. BFI is distributed on a scale from 0 to 1, with a
large group of values (a nugget) of the distribution at 0 representing the streams
that go dry. ZDF is distributed on a scale from 0 to 1 with a nugget of the
distribution at 0 representing the streams that never go dry. ELFI combines BFI
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and ZDF and ranges from -1 to 1 eliminating the large group of streams with
single value that is statistically problematic for the normalization that is desirable
for PCA (Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2).
3. LFE is the average number of low flow events per year for the entire period of
record. A low flow event is a contiguous period within a year when flow falls
below the 5th percentile (Figure 2-3).
4. Q7min is calculated as the average across years of the minimum of the seven day
average flows within a year (Figure 2-3).
5. Q7max is calculated as the average across years of the maximum of the seven day
average flows within a year (Figure 2-3).
6. Q167 is the value that has a probability of exceedance of 1/1.67 from a lognormal probability distribution fit to the annual maximum daily flow series. This
is designated as the Bank Full Flow as in geomorphology this often corresponds
to the bank full flow or the flow when the channel maintenance is most effective
and is an index for physical habitat disturbance in streams (Dunne and Leopold
1978; Poff and Ward 1989).
7. FLDDUR quantifies the duration of flooding as the average number of days per
year when the daily flow equals or exceeds Q167.
8. Tp is the time of peak flow calculated from the daily average across all the years
(Figure 2-4).
9. HFE is the average number of high pulse events per year for the entire period of
record. A high pulse event is that period within a year when flow rises above the
95th percentile (Figure 2-3).
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Figure 2-1 Cumulative Distributions of Base Flow Index (BFI) and Zero Flow Days (ZD)

Figure 2-2 Cumulative Distribution of Extended Low Flow Index as a combination of
Base Flow Index (BFI) and Zero Flow Days
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Figure 2-3 Example Time Series illustrating Annual Mean, Q7Max, Q7Min, LFE, HFE
and DAYCV

50%

date

Figure 2-4 50% Flow Date (T50) and Timing of Peak (Tp)

Time

Peak
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10. QMEAN is the mean daily discharge over all the years of record and represents
the magnitude of flow (Figure 2-3). This variable represents the average flow
conditions and expresses overall features of flow regime (Clausen and Biggs
1997; Clausen and Biggs 2000).
11. DAYCV is the ratio of the standard deviation of daily flows to the average of
daily flows (Figure 2-3). It represents the overall variability of the streamflow
regime (Clausen and Biggs 2000; Poff 1996).
12. Colwell’s Indices of Predictability (P), Constancy (C) and Contingency (M) are
measures of uncertainty based on information theory presented by Colwell
(1974). These indices (P,C and M) can quantify the persistence and temporal
organization of seasonal process (Chinnayakanahalli 2010). A stream is said to be
predictable if it has a constant flow throughout the year or it has the same
seasonal pattern every year. If a stream has a low uncertainty regardless of the
season, it is said to have high constancy and when the uncertainty is low based
upon the season, the stream is said to have high contingency. Predictability is the
sum of constancy and contingency. Shannon’s entropy theory is used to compute
these measures of uncertainty.
To compute these three variables, a matrix needs to be constructed with
periods and states of flows (Figure 2-5). Following Gordon et al. (2004), daily
streamflow values are grouped into 7 states (<0.5Q, 0.5Q-1.0Q, 1.0Q-1.5Q,
1.5Q-2.0Q, 2.0Q-2.5Q, 2.5Q-3.0Q, >3Q) and months as periods to represent the
seasonal cycle (Table 2-2).
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Figure 2-5 Graphical representation of binning of daily flow data for the evaluation of
predictability, contingency and constancy. For this particular stream, P = 0.67, C =0.27
and M = 0.40. This stream is thus predictable because it has high contingency or
consistency in streamflow pattern. The graphics below indicate end member streamflow
patterns for C, P and M.
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Table 2-2 Binning of daily flows with 12 periods and 7 states of flow for calculating
predictability (P), Constancy (C) and Contingency(M)
Periods
[Months] (j)()

1

2

..

..

..

..

11

12

States(i) ()
>3.0µ
2.5 µ-3.0 µ
…
…
1.0 µ-0.5 µ
<0.5 µ
Xj

Yi

N

The number of occurrences of daily streamflow values in states and
periods are counted. If Nij is the number of days of flow in month ‘j’ and state ‘i’,
the uncertainty across states s in month j is
s

H sj   p k log p k  
i 1

N ij
Xj

log

N ij
Xj

s

where X j   N ij is the number of values in period j and here pk is the
i 1

probability that the process is in state k, in period j. Averaging this across all
periods we obtain:

N ij
1 t s N ij
H s   
log
t j 1 i 1 X j
Xj
Maximum uncertainty occurs when each state is equally probable.
i.e. Nij=Xj/s
When this occurs Hs=log(s).
Predictability is therefore defined as
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P  1

Hs
log( s)

The value of predictability ranges from 0 to 1 where 0 is maximum
uncertainty and 1 is complete certainty as to which state the process is in each
period.
In constancy seasonal variability across periods is disregarded. The uncertainty
with respect to states is quantified using entropy as:
s

Yi
Y
log i
N
i 1 N

H c  

t

s

t

where Yi   N ij and N   N ij
j 1

i 1 j 1

Maximum uncertainty occurs when for each period, each state is equally
probable, that is Yi/N = 1/s.
When this occurs Hc=log(s).
Constancy is therefore defined as
C  1

Hc
log( s)

The value of constancy also ranges from 0 to 1.
Contingency is defined as the degree to which time period and state are dependent
on each other. In information theory this can be quantified by the mutual
information (Jelineck 1968) defined as:
I  Hc  H s  Hc  Ht  H

where Hc and Hs are as defined above and
t

H t  
j 1

Xj
N

log

Xj
N

s

where X j   N ij
i 1
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and
s

t

H  
i 1 j 1

N ij
N

log

N ij
N

A scaled measure of contingency is given by
M 

H  H s Hc  Ht  H
I
 c

log( s)
log( s)
log( s)

The binning of streamflow for the evaluation of predictability, constancy and
contingency is illustrated in Figure 2-5.
15. Flow reversals (R) is the number of changes of trend from the previous day
(increasing to decreasing or vice-versa) each year averaged for all the years of
record. Flow reversals influences entrapment of organisms on floodplains and can
cause desiccation stress on low-mobility stream-edge organisms (Richter et al.
1998). Reversals can also be associated with rapid changes in river stage which
consequently causes wash-out of aquatic species (Cushman 1985; Poff et al.
1997).
16. T50yr is the time of the water year by which 50% of the total flow has occurred
measured in days from start of water year (Oct 1). T50 is the mean of
T50yr across all years of record (Figure 2-4).
The changes in timing variables (T50 and Tp) gives the measure of
seasonal nature of stress (Richter et al. 1996). Change in timing can cause loss of
seasonal flow peaks which in turn can disrupt spawning, egg hatching and
migration cues for fishes along with modification of aquatic food web structure
(Montgomery et al. 1983; Poff et al. 1997; Wootton et al. 1996).
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2.1.2 ECOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIABLES SELECTED.
The variables selected were chosen to represent the 5 ecologically important
aspects of flow that Poff identified under flow conditions ranging across: (1) When
streams go dry, (2) Low flows, (3) High flows, and (4) General flows.
When streams go dry: Intermittent streams are associated with a range of important
ecological values but these streams have been ignored by many aquatic ecologists
because they are perceived to be out of the domain of the discipline of aquatic or
terrestrial ecology (Steward et al. 2012). Dry riverbeds can act as egg banks for some
aquatic invertebrates (Lake 2011; Williams 2006). The length of dry phase of an
intermittent stream determines the rate of response of aquatic invertebrates to rewetting.
It has been reported that with increase in dry period length taxon richness decreased
linearly while taxon density decreased exponentially (Larned et al. 2007). The variables
in our set that quantify when streams go dry include the number of zero flow events
(ZFE) and the extended low flow index (ELFI) that combines the zero day fraction and
base flow index. These two variables quantify whether and how much a stream goes dry,
both factors are deemed important for stream ecology.
Low flow variables: Low flow variables are of importance to ecology because they
quantify reductions in habitat during drought or dry periods. Richness of
macroinvertebrate assemblages and species has been observed to decrease with increased
duration of low flow (Arscott et al. 2010; Larned et al. 2010). Also, baseflow reductions
have been observed to affect fish species richness and density (McCargo and Peterson
2010). The variables selected that characterize low flows are ELFI, LFE and Q7Min.
ELFI as defined above incorporates the Base Flow Index (BFI). Positive ELFI values
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indicate BFI greater than 0 with high ELFI corresponding to high BFI. Baseflow (and
BFI) is often associated with streamflow originating from groundwater that tends to be
more steady and sustain streamflow during dry periods. Streams with high ELFI (BFI)
reflect geological conditions conducive for groundwater contributions to dominate
streamflow. The number of low flow events gives the frequency of how many times flow
goes below the 5th percentile of mean flow. While these are relative quantities, the
magnitude of low flow conditions is given by the 7-day minimum flow.
High flow condition variables: High flows variables are of importance to ecology
because they quantify expansion, creation or alteration of habitat during flood or high
runoff periods. For example, overbank flow connects a stream to its flood plain and
results in the mobilization of sediments, affecting habitat and transport of organisms
between the flood plain and streams. The variables selected that characterize high flows
are Q7Max, Q167, FDUR, Tp and HFE. These variables are associated not only with
characterizing flood regimes but also moderate streamflow peaks.
The magnitude of high flow conditions is quantified by the 7-day maximum flow,
Q7Max.
Overbank flow is generally associated with discharges with return period between
1 and 2 years (Poff 1996; Wilkerson 2008). The 1.67 year recurrence interval flow,
Q167, is a convenient reference flow in this range commonly associated with bank full
flow or incipient flooding conditions (Williams 1978) and was used here to quantify this
aspect of the flow regime.
The duration of overbank flows is also ecologically important as the amount of
change due to overbank flow processes depends on the time available for them to work.
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For example, prolonged duration of inundation has been shown to cause loss of riffle
habitat for aquatic species (Bogan 1993). Flood duration, FLDDUR, the number of days
in a year flow is above Q167, quantifies this aspect of the flow regime.
Time of peak is the day of water year when the daily average flow across all years
is maximum. This quantity represents the timing component of high flow conditions. This
variable is important as it has been found that loss of seasonal flow peaks can disrupt
cues for fish spawning, egg hatching and migration (Fausch and Bestgen 1997; Hauer et
al. 1997; Montgomery et al. 1983).
The number of high flow events per year, HFE, is defined as the number
continuous periods each year when flow is greater than the 95th percentile of daily flows
across all years. This gives us the frequency of high flow conditions in a stream. HFE
gives the frequency of floods in a stream which are important for reproduction and
mortality of the organisms.
General Flow variables: In addition to the variables above that quantify high and low
flow characteristics, we identified a number of variables associated with the general
magnitude, variability and predictability of the hydrological flow regime. The variable
selected were Qmean, DAYCV, P, C, M, R and T50.
The central tendency of the magnitude of flow is given by mean daily discharge.
This is ecologically important as it relates to the size of a stream and hence the quantity
of stream habitat.
Short time scale variability of flow is characterized by DAYCV and R. The daily
variability and frequency with which the direction of the flow trend (increasing or
decreasing) is reversed quantifies the rate of change that is ecologically important for
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organisms that reside at the water's edge. For example rapid changes in river stage can
cause wash-out and stranding of aquatic species (Cushman 1985; Petts 1984). Also if the
flood recession is accelerated, seedling establishment fails (Rood et al. 1995).
Predictability of flow patterns across different temporal scales (daily, monthly,
annual) is ecologically important for many reasons. Resh et al. (1988) stated that lifehistory stages in stream biota are influenced by flow predictability. Resh et al. (1988)
further stated that when predictability of flow is computed, it must include not only
frequency and intensity of flow but also the contribution of seasonal phenomenon to the
annual runoff pattern. Colwell (1974) used information theory entropy to define three
variables that quantify the consistency and persistence of temporal patterns of
streamflow, namely Predictability (P), Constancy (C) and Contingency (M). Colwell’s
method of computing predictability based on information theory satisfies the
requirements outlined by Resh et al. above (Gordon et al. 2004). “Predictability is a
measure of the relative certainty of knowing a state at a particular time” (Gordon et al.
2004). A stream can be termed as predictable if it has the same seasonal pattern every
year or it has constant flow. Predictability consists of two components (1) Constancy and
(2) Contingency. A stream has high constancy if the uncertainty in flow is small
regardless of season. A stream has high contingency if the uncertainty contingent
(conditional) upon season is small. Predictability, constancy and contingency are related
through P=C+M.
The timing of flow patterns in a year is ecologically important because many
stream biota have evolved and adapted their life cycle to flow patterns in conjunction
with other environmental quantities such as light and temperature. We selected the 50%
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flow date, T50, timing variable to quantify this aspect of the flow regime. T50 gives the
time, measured in days since the beginning of the water year, when 50% of flow has
occurred.
2.2 Selection of Stations
To examine the effects of climate change on streams across the US, we needed a
set of streams which are least affected by human influence. GAGES (Falcone et al. 2010)
is a dataset which contains information on 6785 U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) stream
gages and their upstream watersheds. From this dataset, Falcone et al. 2010 identified
1512 stream gages as outlets of the least human influenced watersheds which can be used
in studies where the flow variability can be considered closest to natural flow variability.
These sites are referred to as reference sites. Falcone et al. 2010 stated their criteria used
to assess reference quality as: "(1) a quantitative index of anthropogenic modification
within the watershed based on GIS-derived variables, (2) visual inspection of every
stream gage and drainage basin from recent high-resolution imagery and topographic
maps, and (3) information about man-made influences from USGS Annual Water Data
Reports." These 1512 reference sites identified by Falcone et al. 2010 were the starting
point for our selection of stations.
To avoid the confounding effects of variables computed in different time periods,
we need a consistent period of record which has relatively continuous flow data. Based
on the number of active sites per year, we decided to select a period of 1965-2010 (Figure
2-6). In this period, we chose 601 sites which have more than 90% complete data.
We used daily streamflow data downloaded from the USGS National Water
Information System (NWIS) website for this set of 601 stations for the calculation of the
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Figure 2-6 The number of active reference stream gages each year in the USGS GAGES
dataset.
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16 streamflow variables (Figure 2-7). We also used GIS terrain analysis software
(Tarboton 2005) to delineate the watersheds draining to each of these stations from the
national elevation model dataset. Eighty-eight (i.e. 14%) of these watersheds were within
other watersheds which will result in a small degree of confounding due to overlap in the
area. We neglected any effect of this. We then computed 54 watershed and climate
attributes for these watersheds. See the Appendix for the definitions and details on how
these were evaluated. These variables were developed for use in a statistical model to
predict streamflow regime variables from watershed and climate attributes. The climate
attributes involved (34 of the 51) were evaluated for both present and future climate
conditions so that the statistical model to predict streamflow regime variables could be
used to predict future changes in streamflow regime.
2.3 Quantifying Flow Regime Using Principal Component Analysis with Varimax
Rotation
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is considered the most basic eigenvector
method of ordination, and is widely used to reduce dimensions of data with large number
of variables to a small number of composite variables (McCune et al. 2002).
We used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) along with varimax rotation on the
correlation matrix between flow variables following procedures detailed by Jackson
(1991) to quantify independent axes of the streamflow regime. PCA performs well when
the dataset has approximately linear relationships between the variables. Also data
outliers can significantly influence the correlation matrix and hence PCA. Furthermore, if
statistical inferences are to be made, it is preferable for the data to be normally distributed
(McCune et al. 2002). To assess these issues we examined scatterplots of the variables
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Figure 2-7 Distribution of 601 selected GAGES Reference Stations with their watersheds. The colored watersheds have
overlapping watersheds (88 of 601)
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(Figure 2-8). The scatter plots showed that although there is not a strong linear
relationship between most of the variables there are also not patterns indicative of serious
non-linearity. The scatterplots also indicated that some of the variables are highly
skewed. Skewness and non-normality of variable distributions was also assessed using QQ plots and box-plots. The box plots indicated no serious outliers in the dataset. Most of
the variables are not normally distributed so we normalized the variables using a BoxCox transformation. ELFI was not transformed as it includes negative values and the Q-Q
plot and box-plot of its distribution indicated that it is already relatively symmetric. The
parameter “lamda” for the Box-Cox transformation was chosen to maximize the Wstatistic in a Shapiro-Wilk normality test. Q-Q plots of transformed variables indicated
normality for all variables except LFE and ZFE which are impacted by clusters of values
due to the occurrence of zero flows. Nevertheless we retained transformed LFE and ZFE
in the dataset as we feel they contain important information. The transformed variables,
and non-transformed ELFI, were then scaled by subtracting the mean and dividing by
standard deviation so as to all be equally scaled. Scaling removes the influence of a few
variables on Principal components (PCs) (Jackson 1991).
PCA results in the same number of principal components as the number of
variables, but the degree to which each component contributes to the total variability in
the data set varies and is quantified by the eigenvalue. PCA dimensionality reduction
selects a subset of PCs that explain most of the variation in the dataset. We selected the
initial set of PCs following Kaiser’s rule where only those PCs which had eigenvalues
greater than 1 were selected. We then used varimax rotation to align the selected PCs
along axes that maximized the correlation between original variables and PC factors.
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Figure 2-8 Scatterplot Matrix of 16 selected variables (lower left half). The red lines are
LOESS curves. The upper right half gives correlation visualized using the color
proportional to correlation (R Development Core Team 2009) so that large correlations
stand out with darker colors and the small correlations with lighter colors.
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This simplifies the structure of the loading matrix as much as the data allows and
helps with interpretation by reducing the number of variables with high loadings on each
factor. These rotated PCs were inspected to see the degree to which the 16 variables
loaded onto each of the component. If a variable (out of the 16) had a loading of greater
than or equal to 0.6 on any of the rotated principal components, we took it to be
represented by that principal component. If any of the 16 variables were not represented
by at least one of the rotated PCs, we increased the dimensionality, adding the PC with
the next higher eigenvalue. Varimax rotation was then repeated and loadings reevaluated. This procedure was repeated until all of the 16 variables were represented (i.e.
had loading greater than 0.6) by at least one of the rotated PCs. The result of this PCA
with Varimax rotation and iteration to select sufficient components to represent all
variables resulted in a table giving the loadings of each of the variables on each PC and a
matrix of factor scores, F which has dimension of 601 x Number of selected PCs, that
represents the transformation of flow variables at each site into the PC ordination space.
We used the principal function from the psych R library (Revelle 2013) to perform this
PCA with Varimax rotation.
2.4 Classification Using Ward’s Method
Ward’s method is a hierarchical method of agglomerative clustering and is
characterized by the tree-like structure formed during clustering. In agglomerative
clustering, clusters are consecutively formed from objects starting from the bottom of
tree, where each object represents an individual cluster until finally only one cluster is
formed out of all objects.
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The matrix of factor scores (F), which represents the transformation of flow
variables at each site into the PC ordination space (as explained earlier), was used in a
Ward’s clustering technique to classify the selected streams. We used Euclidean distances
between sites or groups of sites in the PC factor space in Ward’s classification method.
Euclidean distances, which are the distances between sites in factor space computed
using the Pythagorean formula applied to PC factors, are a natural measure of similarity
and can be calculated for any number of dimensions. Ward's method uses this measure to
classify the points. Unlike other methods of non-hierarchical classification (such as Kmeans), Ward's method gives a dendogram (a figure which indicates how the sites get
classified) which aids interpretation of the resulting classes. Based on the distance
measure and the splitting of the resulting dendogram, we examined sets with 3 and 8
classes. We used the hclust function in the R stats library (R Core Development Team
2009) for Ward's clustering.
2.5 Random Forest Stream Class Prediction Model
As flow in a stream depends on the climate and watershed properties, we
identified a wide ranging set of watershed attributes which serve as the predictor
variables for classification of streamflow regime class. This set of variables included 34
climate variables, 7 soil variables and 10 topographic and geomorphology variables. The
definitions of these variables are presented in the Appendix.
A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) from the National Elevation Dataset (NED)
along with stream network data was used in the Multi-Watershed Delineation (MWD)
tool (Chinnayakanahalli 2010) to delineate watersheds for the selected stations. MWD
uses TauDEM (Tarboton 2005) and ArcGIS functionality to delineate watersheds and
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derive watershed geomorphological attributes. For climate variables, we used the
Parameter – elevation Regression on Independent Slope Model (PRISM) dataset (Daly et
al. 1994). PRISM uses a statisitcal model to produce grid estimates of precipitation,
temperature and dew point using point measure of climate data for regression. These
climate variables were first calculated as grids and sampled using boundaries of the sites
used. For soil variables, we used soil attributes from the State Soil Geographic
(STATSGO) dataset.
We used Random Forest (RF) to build a statistical model which could predict
stream classes based on watershed and climate attributes. RF creates many classification
trees by randomly sampling a fraction of testing data and using Classification and
Regression Tree (CART) on each sample. Prediction is then based on a majority vote
across many classification trees hence the name Random Forest.
2.6 Stream Class Change Using Random Forest Model
For prediction of changes to classes, we used climate projections produced by Dr.
Jiming Jin (Utah State University, personal communication, June 2013)and others. The
Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF; http://wrf-model.org/index.php) was
used to generate forecasts of air temperature and precipitation. The input for the model
was Community Climate System Model (CCSM) data regressed with NCEP (National
Centers for Environmental Prediction) reanalysis data for bias-correction. The spatial
resolution of the CCSM data is 150 km, and the WRF-downscaled forecasts had a 50-km
resolution. These were further downscaled using statistical regression techniques to a 4km resolution based on PRISM (Daly et al. 1994). The CCSM climate projections used
were from the A2 emission scenario (Nakicenovic et al. 2000) which is considered by the
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IPCC as the most probable future scenario based on population and economic growth
(Houghton et al. 2001). This data was used to calculate the climate variables for the next
century (2000-2100) and using the RF model, we predicted changes in stream classes.
We received climate model results as minimum monthly temperature, mean monthly
temperature, maximum monthly temperature and mean monthly precipitation for each
month for years 2001-2010, 2056-2065 and 2090-2099. These time periods will be
referred hereafter as 2000s, 2050s and 2090s, respectively.
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CHAPTER 3
3. RESULTS

In this results chapter I first describe the major aspects of flow regime across the US
as determined from the PCA performed using the 16 streamflow regime variables for the
601 reference sites selected for this study. PCA factors are given descriptive names
based on the loading associated with the streamflow regime variables and analysis of the
typical hydrograph patterns. I then describe the classification based on these PCA factors
into three major classes that further subdivide into eight classes. Third, the random forest
model developed to predict these stream classes is evaluated, then lastly this model is
used to predict potential changes in stream class based on projected climate.
3.1 Major Components of Flow Regime
To reduce the dimensionality of the data using PCA, Kaiser's rule (Kaiser 1958)
suggests selecting only those components which have eigenvalues greater than 1. This
resulted in retention of only four components that explained 80% of the variance present
in the original 16 flow regime variables. These four components were selected and
subjected to varimax rotation, after which the loading that relates these components to the
original variables was examined. We noted that there were two variables: predictability
(P) and contingency (M) that did not have loading onto any component more than our
chosen threshold of 0.6. Thus we deemed these two variables to not be adequately
represented in the four component dimension reduction. Iteratively we then selected five
principal components and after varimax rotation examined the loading associated with
the original variables. At this step all the variables have loading greater than 0.6
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associated with at least one component and are thus deemed to be sufficiently
represented. 86% of the total variance present in the original 16 flow regime variable is
explained (Table 3-1). The rotated PC components were interpreted based on the
variables that loaded into each component.
The first component had positive loadings of the variables ELFI, LFE, Q7min and
M with negative loadings of the variables DAYCV and ZFE. This principal component
was thus interpreted as representing Low Flow (L). Similarly, the second component was
positively loaded with QMEAN, Q167 and Q7max and was interpreted as Magnitude (Q)
and gives the size of the stream. The third component was positively loaded with R and
HFE while it was negatively loaded with FLDDUR and indicated the Flashiness (F) of
the stream. The fourth component had high loadings for T50 and Tp and hence was
interpreted as a Timing (T) component. The last component had high loadings for P and
C, but not for M which is the seasonal aspect of Colwell's predictability, or any of the
other variables. We thus interpreted this as representing the Constancy (C) component of
flow regime.
The daily flow patterns across streams representing the distribution of these five
principal components are shown in Figure 3-1. The five rows of plots show the five flow
regime components and the five columns show the patterns of daily streamflow of
streams with minimum, 5th, 50th, 95th percentiles and maximum values of the
corresponding flow regime components. These plots for streams across the distribution of
principal components values illustrate how these flow regime components manifest
themselves in terms of daily flow patterns. These patterns of daily flow of representative
streams facilitated interpretation of characteristics of each flow component. The low flow
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Table 3-1 Loadings for Varimax Rotated Principal Components from Box-Cox transformed streamflow variables. Loadings
with magnitude greater than 0.6 are indicated with a bold font.

Streamflow Variables
Extended Low Flow Index (ELFI)
Coefficient of Variation of Daily Flows (DAYCV)
Contingency (M)
Low Flow Event (LFE)
Zero Flow Event (ZFE)
Average 7 day Minimum Flow (Qmin7)
Mean daily discharge (QMEAN)
Bank Full Flow (Q167)
Average 7 day Maximum Flow (Qmax7)
Flow Reversal(R)
Flood Duration (FLDDUR)
High Flow Event (HFE)
50% timing of flow (T50)
Time of Peak (Tp)
Predictability (P)
Constancy (C)
Proportion of variance explained (cumulative)
Interpretation

PC1
0.83
-0.82
0.67
0.84
-0.85
0.71

Rotated Principal Components
PC2
PC3
PC4

PC5

0.05

0.05

0.15

-0.14

-0.07

0.07

0.04

0.36

-0.01
0.13
-0.17
0.58

-0.44
0.29
-0.01
0.01
0.03
0.21
0.03

-0.23
0.02
0.05
0.07
-0.08
-0.12
-0.07
0
0.2
-0.22

0.31
0.01
0.08
0.54
0.09
0.02
0.04
-0.02
-0.3
-0.56

0.12
-0.07
0.1
-0.11
-0.09
-0.08
-0.11

0.68
-0.84
0.91
-0.36
-0.08
-0.36
-0.1

0.79
0.89

0.1
-0.05
0.22
-0.25
-0.14
0
-0.01
-0.14
0.18
-0.07
0.2
-0.01

0.05
0.2

0.86
0.73

0.28

0.21 (0.49)

0.16 (0.65)

0.1 (0.75)

0.11 (0.86)

Low Flow
(L)

Magnitude
(Q)

Flashiness
(F)

Timing
(T)

Constancy
(C)

0.93
0.97
0.99
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Figure 3-1 Daily flow characteristics of individual streams with minimum, 5th, 50th, 95th
percentiles and maximum values of each flow component. Each row corresponds to a
flow component. The value of each flow component for the stream selected is given in
the top right corner of each plot. For each plot, the red line indicates the daily flow
median, the black lines are the 25th and 75th percentile of daily flow. The gray area
indicates the maximum and minimum daily flow across the years
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(L) component (top row) characterizes the stability versus intermittency of streams. The
hydrograph depicted for the stream with lowest value of L [- 4.28] on the extreme left of
the low flow row is dry most of the year while the hydrograph for the stream with the
highest value of L [3.49] has a stable flow pattern across the year. Examining the second
row that is for magnitude, the flow magnitude increases left to right with the increase in
the magnitude (Q) component. This can be seen as increased values in the y-axis in the
second row of Figure 3-1. The third row of plots show the flashiness in daily flows where
the average daily flow across years is most smooth for the stream with least value of
flashiness [-2.40] and the stream with the highest value of flashiness [2.22] is the most
flashy. The fourth row shows the patterns associated with the timing (T) component. On
the left when T is small the hydrograph is skewed to the beginning of the water year.
Moving across the row, as T increases the hydrograph becomes skewed to later in the
water year. The last row shows patterns associated with the constancy component C. On
the left where constancy is small the hydrograph spans a large flow range. This gets less
moving to the right. On the extreme right the stream with highest constancy is seen to
have a steady hydrograph. Note also that constancy can reflect in persistence of low or
zero flows, as is the case with the two streams at the median and 95th percentile of
constancy.
3.2 Classification
Ward’s method of classification identified three distinct classes of streamflow
regime which were further classified into eight different classes. As the dissimilarities of
the classes depend on the level of branching of the tree structure, we examined the
classification dendogram (Figure 3-2) in the selection of classes. Wards method of
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A

B

C

Distance

C1

C21

B1

A1

A2

A1 Small Steady Perennial
A2 Large Steady Perennial

B21

C22

B22

B1 Steady Intermittent
B21 Early Intermittent
B22 Late Intermittent
Figure 3-2 Classification Dendogram.

C1 Early Flashy Perennial
C21 Small Flashy Perennial
C22 Large Flashy Perennial
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classification results in classes that have differences in one or more flow factors as
indicated by the boxplots (Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4). The distribution of flow factors in
each class characterizes the streams of that class.
When the streams are classified into three classes, they are characterized by (A)
Steady Perennial (not flashy) streams (B) Intermittent streams and (C) Flashy Perennial
streams (Figure 3-3). Based on the spatial distribution of these streams, we note that
streams in Class A were mostly snow fed and streams in Class C were rain fed (Figure
3-5). Class B streams were those which were intermittent or were very close to being
intermittent (small low flow factor), so these streams have a high susceptibility to
intermittency.
When the streams are classified into eight classes, they were characterized by:
(A1) Small Steady Perennial, (A2) Large Steady Perennial, (B1) Steady Intermittent,
(B21) Early Intermittent, (B22) Late Intermittent, (C1) Early Flashy Perennial, (C21)
Small Flashy Perennial, and (C22) Large Flashy Perennial streams (Figure 3-4).
The broad classification boxplots (Figure 3-3) show the flow regime
characteristics of each class of stream and provide a basis for naming the classes. Class
A streams which are mostly snow fed have the highest values of the Low Flow (L)
component and the lowest value of the Flashiness (F) component compared to the other
two classes. This indicates that streams in class A are steady and perennial. The timing
component shows that most of the flow for these streams occurs towards the end of water
year. Similarly, this box plot also indicates that Class B streams have the lowest values
among the classes of the Low Flow component (L) which indicates that this class
includes intermittent streams. These box plots also indicate that class C streams have
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Figure 3-3 Box plots showing the distribution of Varimax Rotated Principal Component factors for 3 broad stream classes A, B and C.
The n in parenthesis gives the number of streams in each class. X-axis labels indicate the Varimax Rotated Principal Component
factors from Table 3-1 with L = Low Flow, F = Flashiness, Q = Magnitude, T = Timing, C = Constancy.
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Figure 3-4 Box plots showing the distribution of Varimax Rotated Principal Component
factors for 8 stream classes A1, A2, B1, B21, B22, C1, C21 and C22. The numbers inside
parenthesis indicate the number of streams in each class. X-axis labels indicate the
Varimax Rotated Principal Component factors from Table 1 where L = Low Flow, F =
Flashiness, Q = Magnitude, T = Timing, C = Constancy.
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high low flow (L) component like class A, but high flashiness (F) component like class
B. Furthermore class C is the only class with constancy (C) component less than 0. We
therefore designate class C streams as Flashy Perennial streams. Note also that class B
(Intermittent) streams can be considered to be more predictable than Class C (Flashy
Perennial) streams due to their higher constancy (C) component.
When the streams are classified into eight classes the boxplots (Figure 3-4) show
the streamflow regimes characteristics of the more detailed classification. Steady
Perennial streams (Class A), characterized by low flashiness (F) component and higher
low flow (L) component are split based on the magnitude component (Q). Class A1 has
lower Q while Class A2 has a higher Q (Figure 3-4 top row). Intermittent streams (Class
B) with small low flow (L) component split into Class B1 streams with a lower flashiness
(F) component and classes B21 and B22 that have higher flashiness but split based on
timing (Figure 3-4 middle row). Flashy Perennial streams (Class C) with low constancy
(C) component split first based on timing (T). Streams in Class C1 have lower timing (T)
component than Class C21 and Class C22 streams. Further subdivision results in Class
C21 streams that have higher flashiness (F) and lower magnitude (Q) factor than Class
C22 (Figure 3-4 bottom row).
Classification has been used here as an organizing concept to group streams with
similar flow regime patterns, and serves as a new, objectively derived national scale
classification of the natural flow regime of streams in the US. Such a classification may
be useful in assessing impairment and supporting the development of environmental flow
standards. Later in this thesis it will also be used to examine the potential for shifts in
existing streamflow patterns due to climate changes.
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Spatial structure was evident in some of the classes (Figure 3-5). Class A1 and
A2 streams were found mostly in the north mid-western US, with larger A2 streams in
the northern part while smaller A1 streams are towards the south. Class B1 streams
dominated the mostly dry areas of North and South Dakota as well as southern parts of
California and Arizona. Class B22 streams occurred mostly in the central US and across
parts of Texas. B21 streams were seen mostly in the central part of the eastern US. Sites
belonging to class C1 occurred along the north western coast of US. Class C21 was found
along the Appalachians and in the northeastern US. Streams in Class C22 did not have an
obvious regional structure and were seen in different regions within northern US.
Daily flow statistics for the eight classes illustrate seasonal patterns and
differences in magnitude, timing, number of reversals, and flashiness of the daily flow
hydrographs (Figure 3-6). Classes A1 and A2 have a generally sharp hydrograph peak
towards the latter half of the water year and differ mostly by magnitude. Class B1 in
comparison to classes B21 and B22 has a generally smoother hydrograph indicative of
fewer flow reversals. Classes C1, C21 and C22 streams have smaller seasonal variability
and generally a flatter seasonal hydrograph peaks, but have a degree of flashiness
associated with perennial rain fed streams. The early seasonal pattern of C1, relative to
C21 and C22 is visible, as is the magnitude split between C21 and C22.
3.3 Random Forest Model for Prediction of Stream Class
A Random Forest (RF) model was developed for the prediction of streamflow
regime class from watershed and climate attributes. The average prediction error from
the model was found to level-off after a certain number of variables showing that there
exists a point of diminishing returns with added complexity with added variables
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Figure 3-5 Spatial distribution of streams with 8 stream classes
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A1 Small Steady Perennial
A2 Large Steady Perennial

B1 Steady Intermittent
B21 Early Intermittent
B22 Late Intermittent

C1 Early Flashy Perennial
C21 Small Flashy Perennial
C22 Large Flashy Perennial

Figure 3-6: Average daily flows for the stream closest to the median of each of
the PC factors for each flow regime class. Gray shading gives the 5th to 95th percentile
range, black lines give 25th and 75th percentile, and red line gives the 50th percentile
(median). The stream closest to the median was determined using Euclidean distance
computed in the PC factor space.
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(Figure 3-7). Out of the 51 climate, soil and geomorphic variables, eight variables were
deemed important for the model to predict the eight flow regime classes (Figure 3-8). The
variables selected by the model were – Area, Snow% (PrecSnM), Range of Precipitation
(DIFF_P), Soil Permeability (prmh_ave), Scaled June Precipitation (precipJun_Sc), Mean
Elevation (ELEV_Mean), and Scaled October Precipitation (precipOct_Sc). The average
prediction error of the model based on these variables was about 25%. The full model
with all the 51 variables was also examined and resulted in most of the geomorphic and
soil properties being at the bottom of variable performance lists (Figure 3-9). During
model development, correlations between the selected variables were examined to reduce
redundancy and for the final selected variables correlation were no more than 47%
(Figure 3-10). To objectively quantify model error the R RandomForest function provides
an out-of-bag prediction for each site that was compared with the original classification
(Table 3-2). We found that prediction error for each class ranged from 14% - Best
predicted (Class C21) to 43% - Worst predicted (Class B1). The spatial pattern of site
classification error (Figure 3-11) showed that error in class C is more prevalent in
specific areas such as the northern part of Washington and Wisconsin, and in the central
part of the US eastern coast, whereas class B21 and B22 do not have a specific region
where they are misclassified. The larger error for class B indicates that the model is not
able to predict dry aspects of flow regime with as much accuracy as it predicts perennial
flow regime.
Box-plots of selected watershed variables used in the RF model were created to
facilitate the interpretation of the RF model and also the watershed properties of each
class (Figure 3-12). One of the more striking observations is that class A1 and A2 are
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Figure 3-7: Reduction of Random Forest out of bag error with the inclusion of each variable in the forward variable selection process.
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Figure 3-8: Variable importance plots for the Random Forest model with variables
selected using forward selection. The values on the left figure indicate mean decrease in
accuracy of the model with exclusion of each individual variable, while the right figure
gives the Gini index for variable importance (Hastie et al. 2001).
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Mean Decrease in
Accuracy

Mean Decrease in
Gini Index

Figure 3-9: Variable importance plots for the Random Forest model with all the variables.
These variables are defined in the Appendix. The values on the left figure indicate mean
decrease in accuracy of the model with exclusion of each individual variable, while the
right figure gives the Gini index for variable importance (Hastie et al. 2001).
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Figure 3-10.Scatterplot matrix of the variables selected in the Random Forest model. The
red lines are LOESS curves. The values in the top right section are correlation
coefficients with boxes shaded on a scale from 0 (light) to 1 (dark).
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Figure 3-11 Spatial distribution of stream classes predicted using the Random Forest model. The circles indicate the classes
which are incorrectly predicted using the model. This gives the spatial distribution of the model prediction error.
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A1 Small Steady Perennial
A2 Large Steady Perennial
B1 Steady Intermittent
B21 Early Intermittent
B22 Late Intermittent
C1 Early Flashy Perennial
C21 Small Flashy Perennial
C22 Large Flashy Perennial

Figure 3-12 Distribution of selected watershed variables by flow regime class.
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Original

Table 3-2 Out-of-bag Random Forest Model Confusion matrix which gives prediction
error for each class based on model calibration data for the period 1965 – 2010

A2

A1

A1
54

A2

4

28

B1

3

Predicted
B1 B21 B22 C1 C21 C22
2
1
7
1

Class
Error
17%

6

26%

36

3

8

4

5

3

42%

B21

1

24

3

1

11

2

43%

B22

1

1

33

2

6

23%

C1

6

1

54

3

5

22%

C21

5

4

1

2

151

13

14%

5

2

3

5

14

70

34%

C22

4

3

separated from most of the classes using Total Snow in the watershed and mean elevation
of the watershed as these streams are snow fed. Furthermore, A1 and A2 get separated
using AREA, reflective of magnitude.
Class B streams are separated from rest of the classes by soil permeability.
Watersheds in class B streams had lower soil permeability as compared to class A and
class C streams. Class B1 streams are different from classes B21 and B22 streams as
watersheds of stream class B1 have a higher mean elevation. Class B21 and class B22
streams are separated from each other by precipitation range and June precipitation. The
precipitation range in watersheds of class B21 streams is lower than that of watersheds in
class B22 streams. Similarly, class B22 streams get a higher June precipitation scaled to
the annual precipitation than watersheds of class B21 streams. October precipitation
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scaled to annual precipitation for watersheds in class B22 streams has a slightly higher
value than other stream classes.
Streams of class C1 have the highest precipitation range and the least June
precipitation scaled to annual precipitation as compared to other classes. All class C
streams are observed to have slightly high values of October precipitation scaled to
annual precipitation, except for class B22. Precipitation range for streams in class C22
are observed to have a higher value than those for streams in class C21. Similarly, the
watersheds of class C22 streams have larger area as compared to the watersheds of class
C21 streams.
3.4 Change in Flow Regime Class in 2050s and 2090s
Present stream classes were compared with predicted stream classes for the 2050s
and 2090s. We received climate model results for three decades i.e. – 2000s, 2050s and
2090s. To isolate on the change due to model projected climate change we used stream
classes as predicted by Random Forest (RF) using modeled climate forecasts of 2000s as
present stream classes. These were compared to stream classes predicted with the RF
model using the precipitation and temperature of the future 2050 and 2090 climates as
input. Our rationale for this was to avoid confounding differences due to model error
with differences due to climate change. If future stream classes are compared with
original classes (the direct result of Ward’s classification), changes in stream classes
would combine the effect of model error as well as climate change. Further, if the RF
model forced with PRISM climate for 2001-2010 was used, the changes in stream classes
would include not only changes due to climate change but also includes changes induced
by differences in PRISM climate data and modeled climate data.
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The changes in stream classes from 2000s to 2050s are presented as a confusion
matrix in Table 3-3. The largest changes in stream classes from 2000s to 2050s were in
Early Intermittent streams (Class B21), Small Flashy Perennial streams (Class C21) and
Steady Intermittent streams (Class B1) with more than 50% of the sites in each class
changing to some other class. These changes include Intermittent streams (Class B)
becoming Flashy Perennial rain-fed streams (Class C) and some Perennial streams
becoming Intermittent. The streamflow regime class that changes least is the Steady
Perennial (snow fed) stream class (A1 and A2) with changes less than 10%.
Changes in streamflow classes from 2000s to 2090s are presented as a confusion
matrix in Table 3-4. The largest changes are seen in intermittent streams classes B21 and
B22 which are more flashy than the B1 class. 50% of B21 and B22 sites become Flashy
Perennial streams (Class C). Streams of class B1, however show smaller changes than the
51% changes from 2000s to 2050s with only 26% of sites changed in 2090s. There is
also a sizeable (40%) fraction of the Small Flashy Perennial rain-fed stream class (C21)
that moves to the Early Flashy Perennial class (C1) representing a change in timing to
flows becoming earlier in the water year. In some cases C21 streams becomes
intermittent (classes B1 or B21). On the other hand Large Flashy Perennial streams
(Class C22) have only 17% change and class A streams have the least change of less than
5%.
Maps showing the future class for streams from each present class were also
examined (Figure 3-13 a-h). Examining the classes where there are significant changes
we see that many Steady Intermittent (Class B1, Figure 3-13c) streams were predicted to
change into more Flashy Perennial (Class C) type streams in the Dakotas as well as
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Table 3-3 Confusion matrix which gives change % of each class predicted using modeled
climate attributes for 2056-2065 compared to the class based on modeled climate
attributes for 2001-2010

Original (Model prediction
2001 - 2010)

Confusion
Matrix (20562065)
A1

Predicted (2056-2065)
A1

A2

1

57

1

27

A2

7%

1

8

7

2

10

51%

B21

2

9

3

5

6

2

67%

B22

5

41

1

6

23%

1

2

78

5

5

16%

42

81

13

53%

7

5

85

21%

C1

2

C21

2

C22

1

1

30

B1

2

1

Change
%
3%

B1 B21 B22 C1 C21 C22

1

23

9

3

5

1

2

Table 3-4 Confusion matrix which gives change % of each class predicted using modeled
climate attributes for 2090-2099 compared to the class based on modeled climate
attributes for 2001-2010.

Original (Model prediction
2001 - 2010)

Confusion
Matrix (20902099)
A1
A2
B1
B21
B22
C1
C21
C22

Predicted (2090-2099)
A1

A2

56

1
29

1
1
3

B1 B21 B22 C1 C21 C22
1
45
1
5
2
10
2

1

8
1
1
12
1

3
5
22
2

2
3
9
75
35
10

2
9
3
7
104
2

9
1
13
5
9
90

Change
%
5%
0%
26%
70%
58%
19%
39%
17%
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Figure 3-13 (a) Projected classes for streams presently Small Steady Perennial (A1). (i)
2050s projection, (ii) 2090s projection. Changes, if any, are shown using circles.
Parenthesis gives the number of streams in each future class.
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Figure 3-13 (b) Projected classes for streams presently Large Steady Perennial (A2). (i)
2050s projection, (ii) 2090s projection. Changes, if any, are shown using circles.
Parenthesis give the number of streams in each future class.
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Figure 3-13 (c) Projected classes for streams presently Steady Intermittent (B1). (i)
2050s projection, (ii) 2090s projection. Changes, if any, are shown using circles.
Parenthesis give the number of streams in each future class.
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Figure 3-13 (d) Projected classes for streams presently Early Intermittent (B21). (i)
2050s projection, (ii) 2090s projection. Changes, if any, are shown using circles.
Parenthesis give the number of streams in each future class.
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Figure 3-13 (e) Projected classes for streams presently Late Intermittent (B22). (i) 2050s
projection, (ii) 2090s projection. Changes, if any, are shown using circles. Parenthesis
give the number of streams in each future class.
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Figure 3-13 (f) Projected classes for streams presently Early Flashy Perennial (C1). (i)
2050s projection, (ii) 2090s projection. Changes, if any, are shown using circles.
Parenthesis give the number of streams in each future class.
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Figure 3-13 (g) Projected classes for streams presently Small Flashy Perennial (C21). (i)
2050s projection, (ii) 2090s projection. Changes, if any, are shown using circles.
Parenthesis give the number of streams in each future class.
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Figure 3-13 (h) Projected classes for streams presently Large Flashy Perennial (C22). (i)
2050s projection, (ii) 2090s projection. Changes, if any, are shown using circles.
Parenthesis give the number of streams in each future class.
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central California in 2050s. In 2090s, some of these streams revert back to class B1. In
the 2090s some streams in the central US were predicted to change from Steady
Intermittent streams (Class B1) to Flashy Perennial streams (Class C streams).
Many of the Early Intermittent streams (Class B21, Figure 3-13d) that occur
predominantly in the Appalachians were projected to change into Flashy Perennial
streams (Class C).
Late Intermittent streams (Class B22, Figure 3-13e) that occur predominantly in
the central part of US were projected to mostly remain unchanged in the 2050s, but some
change into more Flashy Perennial type streams (Class C) by the 2090s.
Some Early Flashy Perennial streams (Class C1, Figure 3-13f) were projected to change
into streams with later timing of flow (Class C21 and C22) along the coast of the gulf
region, but remain mostly unchanged where they occur along the Pacific coast.
There did not seem to be much of a spatial pattern associated with the changes of
some Small Flashy Perennial streams (Class C21, Figure 3-13g) to mostly Early Flashy
Perennial streams (Class C1) and Steady Intermittent (B1) and Early Intermittent streams
(B21). Similarly some Large Flashy Perennial streams (Class C22, Figure 3-13h) that
were predicted mostly to change their timing of flow to Early Flashy Perennial season
streams (Class C1) did not exhibit marked spatial patterns in the occurrence of changes.
The plots shown in Figures 3-13 a-h gave the prediction of changes in flow regime
specific to the given stream class and how each stream class would change compared to
the present stream class (2000s). But those plots could not clearly illustrate an overall
picture of how the flow regime is predicted to change across different regions in the
continental US.
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Figures 3-14 (a to d) give an overall picture of how the flow regime is predicted to
change in various parts of the country. These plots show that there will likely be fewer
changes for the Steady Perennial (snow fed) streams (class A) in the interior western
region than elsewhere for 2050s as well as 2090s.
There appears to be a geographic pattern associated with the relatively high
number of Intermittent (Class B) and Flashy Perennial (rain fed) streams (Class C)
projected to change class from the 2000s to 2050s. Most distinct patterns are seen across
North Dakota, Central California, eastern part of Kentucky and central Virginia where
many Intermittent streams (Class B) are predicted to change into Flashy Perennial rain
fed type streams (Class C). Many Flashy Perennial (rain fed) streams (Class C) across
South Dakota, in and around North Carolina and in parts of Illinois and Indiana are
projected to change into Intermittent type (Class B) streams. Along with these major class
changes where streams lose their intermittent or perennial nature, there are specific
regions where changes in sub classes have been predicted. One of the significant changes
in sub classes is seen along western part of North Carolina, across Virginia and regions
around Connecticut where flows are projected to move earlier in the Water Year along
with some increased flow.
Figure 3-13 (a-h) compared the present (2000s) stream classes with two future
predictions of stream class for 2050s and 2090s and did not incorporate the prediction of
change between 2050s and 2090s. Figure 3-14 (c) shows the projected stream class
changes for the 2090s as compared to the 2050s where a strong spatial pattern of flow
regime change in different regions of the continental US is seen. The most striking
observation is that most of the Intermittent (Class B) streams in the central US below
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Figure 3-14 (a) Stream classes predicted using 2000s climate
model.

Figure 3-14(b) Changes in stream classes from 2000s to
2050s. Only streams which change classes are shown.

Figure 3-14(c) Changes in stream classes from 2050s to
2090s. Only streams which change classes are shown.

Figure 3-14(d) Streams which changed classes from 2000s to
2050s but reverted to the same class as of 2000s at the end of
2090.
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North Dakota are predicted to change into Flashy Perennial type (Class C) streams.
Another distinct pattern is seen across North Dakota, the western coast of California and
southern Virginia where many Flashy Perennial (rain fed) streams (Class C) are predicted
to change into Intermittent type (Class B) streams. Further, flows for some Flashy
Perennial rain fed (Class C) streams along North Carolina and north eastern part of US
are projected to reduce in magnitude and also move later in the water year. Also, flows
for some Flashy Perennial (rain fed) streams (Class C) across West Virginia and northern
Pennsylvania are predicted to move earlier in the water year and will likely have slightly
increased magnitude.
A closer observation of the maps showed that the classes projected for some
streams in the 2090s reverted back to the present (2000s) stream classes after undergoing
changes in the 2050s (Figure 3-14d). These sites are either predicted to be restored to the
same class due to natural variability of flow regime or reinstated to the same class by the
model due to the limitation that exists in defining class. There appears to be a regional
pattern associated with streams that change in the 2050s but revert back to their original
class in the 2090s. Many of the Small Flashy Perennial streams (C21) in the east, across
the northern side of North Carolina, and in and around Connecticut were predicted to
change to classes with timing earlier in the water year (mostly the Early Flashy Perennial
class, C1) in the 2050s, but then to revert back to their original class in the 2090s.
Similarly, a spatial pattern occurs for Steady Intermittent streams (class B1) in the North
Dakota area, which are projected to change into Large Flashy Perennial streams (C22) in
the 2050s, but to revert back to Steady Intermittent in the 2090s.
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Overall thee results study project that about 33% of streams will change their
stream class from 2000s to 2050s and 33% from 2050s to 2090s. Snow fed Steady
Perennial (Class A) streams are projected to have least changes while the numbers of
Intermittent (Class B) streams are predicted to reduce in the future with increases in the
number of Flashy Perennial (Class C) streams. The most notable change projection
among Intermittent (Class B) streams is change of Late Intermittent (Class B22) streams
in the second half of the century (2050s to 2090s) into Flashy Perennial (Class C)
streams. Similarly, the most notable change projection among Flashy Perennial (Class C)
streams are the increases in number of Early Flashy Perennial (Class C1) and Large
Flashy Perennial (Class C22) streams with decrease in number of Small Flashy Perennial
(Class C21) streams. Overall, these results predict that there will be some notable
changes in Intermittent (Class B) streams as well as Small Flashy Perennial (Class C21)
streams which will change into Flashy Perennial (Class C1 or C21) streams with higher
flow magnitudes.
Overall change in stream class size was also analyzed as this may give an overall
indication of the habitat associated with each class (Figure 3-15). Larger changes are
predicted for the Flashy Perennial (Class C) streams than other classes. There is also a
notable projection of decreases in class size for Late Intermittent (B22) and Small Flashy
Perennial streams (C21) for the 2090s where class size reduces by more than 30%
compared to 2000s. Early Flashy Perennial (C1) streams seem to be picking up the
majority of these changes, with Large Flashy Perennial (C22) picking up a smaller
fraction. This results in the sizes of sub classes within the Flashy Perennial (Class C)
stream class being predicted to be almost equal in the future (Figure 3-15).
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Figure 3-15 Predicted class size. Classes are: Small Steady Perennial (A1), Large Steady
Perennial (A2), Steady Intermittent (B1), Early Intermittent (B21), Late Intermittent
(B22), Early Flashy Perennial (C1), Small Flashy Perennial (C21), Large Flashy
Perennial (C22).
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In assessing these changes the errors in model predictions should be considered. The
prediction error in each individual class due to error in the random forest model as well as
error in climate model inputs was evaluated (Figure 3-16). Here, the error in the RF
model is the out-of-bag error reported by the randomForest R function. These out-of-bag
estimates are more objective than using data from the calibration sites as new data in the
RF model which results in almost perfect predictions as the calibration data is part of the
model. The climate model error estimates are based on the difference between predicted
stream classes using modeled climate data from 2001-2010 and the original stream
classes based on Wards classification using PC factors. This figure shows that the RF
model predicts Steady Intermittent streams (Class B1) and Early Intermittent streams
(Class B21) with the least accuracy. The error due difference in model and observed
climate is also the highest for Early Intermittent streams (class B21). This suggests that
projections related to intermittent streams in general, and early intermittent streams in
particular are more uncertain than the other projections.
We should note that some of the larger class changes projected above are for
Early Intermittent class streams (B21). These are also the most uncertain. One
discriminating factor between intermittent streams and other streams was soil
permeability and it is possible that uncertainty in quantifying soil permeability
contributes to the larger uncertainty of these stream classes.
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Figure 3-16 Prediction error due to the model error and input climate data error. Original
streamflow regime class sizes are also presented. Classes are: Small Steady Perennial
(A1), Large Steady Perennial (A2), Steady Intermittent (B1), Early Intermittent (B21),
Late Intermittent (B22), Early Flashy Perennial (C1), Small Flashy Perennial (C21),
Large Flashy Perennial (C22).
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CHAPTER 4
4. DISCUSSION

Our work selected a relatively small set of 16 ecologically relevant streamflow
variables from the hundreds of variables used in previous literature. These 16 variables
were used in a Principal Component Analysis with Varimax rotation to identify major
components of flow regime, namely: (1) Low Flow (2) Magnitude (3) Flashiness (4)
Timing and (5) Constancy. These five principal components were used for classification
of 601 streams selected from USGS gages across the US based on being in reference
(relatively unimpaired) condition with sufficient streamflow record for this study. The
classification divided these streams into three broad classes which were further divided
into eight detail classes. The three broad stream classes were – (A) Steady Perennial
Streams – Snow fed (B) Intermittent Streams and (C) Flashy Perennial streams – Rain
fed. These stream classes were used with climate and properties of the watershed
upstream of the sites to develop a Random Forest (RF) model which could predict stream
class for changed climate or at ungauged sites. This model identified a set of seven
predictor variables (three watershed and four climate variables) from the set of 51
watershed and climate variables considered. The model was able to predict stream
classes with an accuracy of approximately 75%. This RF model was used with predicted
model climate data for 2001-2010, 2056-2065 and 2090-2099 (2000s, 2050s and 2090s
hereafter) to examine potential future stream class changes and indicated that overall 33%
of sites changed class for both the 2050s and 2090s as compared to 2000s, although the
specific changes for the 2050s and 2090s are different. At the coarse (three class) scale
the snow fed Steady Perennial stream class (class A) in the western US was predicted to
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change the least, while the greatest changes were predicted for rain fed Flashy Perennial
(Class C) streams and drier Intermittent (Class B) streams.
4.1 Selecting Ecologically Relevant Streamflow Variables
Major components of flow regime important for stream ecology have been listed
in much literature (Poff et al. 1997; Richter et al. 1996) but there is still considerable
difficultly in quantifying aspects which strongly affect stream biota and can help in
prediction of ecological consequences of alteration in flow regimes. The classification of
streams performed here was dependent on the selection of variables used to quantify
natural flow regime. But, the optimal choice of variables to use in such a classification
was not obvious from previous studies. We therefore used our best judgment to select 16
streamflow variables based on insights from previous ecohydrological studies and
discussion with ecologists. Restriction of our analysis to a manageable number of
variables facilitated interpretation of the PCA and classification results, which guided
iterative addition, combination and removal of variables to arrive at a set that seemed
sufficient to characterize the aspects of streamflow regime important to our study. The
combination of Base Flow Index (BFI) and Zero Days Fraction (ZDF) to form a new
variable Extended Low Flow Index (ELFI) removed the redundant nature of each of the
two variables in dry and perennial streams respectively and served to resolve the problem
of transformation into normality of BFI and ZDF which by themselves have nuggets of
probability at 0 making them problematic to normalize.
Magnitude variables were also treated differently than most prior similar work. In
many previous studies flow magnitude has been scaled by dividing the discharge by
either watershed area, mean annual flow or median flow (Kennard et al. 2010;
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McManamay et al. 2012; Poff 1996). However, studies by Vannote et al. (1980) and
Chinnayakanhalli (2010) have showed that stream size which is related to watershed area
has been strongly associated with ecosystem processes. We chose to use variables which
indicate magnitude or size without scaling by area, because we feel that the magnitude of
flow in a stream is a fundamental attribute that affects the stream ecology. The magnitude
component which distinguishes small rivers from large ones that emerged from the PCA
is likely a result of this choice.
The use of classification based on PC factors from the 16 variables we selected
resulted in stream class distributions similar to other US regional and national scale
classifications performed using a larger number of variables (Liermann et al. 2012;
McManamay et al. 2012; Pegg and Pierce 2002; Poff 1996). This suggests that the
selected 16 variables are sufficient to identify the differences among the different stream
types and, as such, the aspects of flow regime at the scale we chose for our study. A finer
scale or a regional classification might require additional variables to more finely
characterize regional scale differences.
4.2 Principal Component Analysis to Identify Major Components of Flow Regime
We used Principal Component Analysis with Varimax Rotation to identify the
major components of flow regime and we then used these components to classify
streams. The PCA and Varimax Rotation were able to reduce the dimensionality of the
variables characterizing streamflow regime from 16 variables to 5 PCA components
while retaining 86% of variability of original dataset.
The first principal component interpreted as representing Low Flow (L) based on
the loadings of the variables quantified the susceptibility of streams to go dry. Streams
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with high values of low flow have stable baseflow and are less susceptible to go dry. This
component also includes aspects of seasonality with streams with consistent seasonal
patterns having higher L values. The interpretation of rotated PC axes reveals that low
flow explains the most variability among streams and as such is one of the most
important components in streamflow regime classification. This component describes
together the dryness, stability, and low flow conditions of the streams. The second
component interpreted as Magnitude (Q) gives the size of the stream. The third
component was interpreted as indicating the Flashiness (F) of the stream and streams
with low values of flashiness (F) were found to generally have a smoother daily flow
pattern and a slower rate of change in daily flows compared to other streams. The fourth
component was interpreted as timing (T) and indicated when in the water year, most of
the flow occurs. The last component which had high loadings for Predictability (P) and
Constancy(C), but not for seasonality (M), was interpreted as representing the Constancy
(C) aspect of flow regime. Lower values of constancy of a stream indicate the stream has
a strong seasonal cycle whereas higher values indicate a more constant flow throughout
the year.
Earlier studies (Poff et al. 1997) have interpreted timing as the predictability or
regularity of flow. We note here that predictability (P) did not load into our timing
component. Instead, we found that the timing component in our PCA was derived from
loadings on the 50% timing of flow (T50) and Time of Peak (Tp) variables. As such it
quantifies the time in the water year when a specific flow event occurs. Ecologically
time of year is related to other environmental quantities such as light and temperature, as
well as ecological life cycles. Thus it seems important to have this variable that
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quantifies potential alteration in the timing of flow patterns in relation to the timing of
ecological cycles as a quantifier of streamflow regime relevant for ecology. With this
interpretation of timing, predictability does not get loaded onto the timing component,
perhaps because shifting the flow pattern as a whole in time would not change
predictability. Predictability (P) was loaded with constancy (C) on the last PC which was
interpreted to represent the constancy part of the predictability of streamflow.
While our examinations do identify some similarities in the characteristics
quantified by each component, such as flashiness contributing to low flow as well as the
flashiness component, and intermittency contributing to the low flow and constancy
components, from a statistical perspective, these components are by construction
uncorrelated. This is what PCA does. We thus caution against trying to over interpret
relationships that are suggested by Figure 3-1. For example, in Figure 3-1 the stream
with maximum value of low flow (L) (Top right) also has the maximum value of
constancy (Bottom Right) suggestive of an association between higher low flows and
higher constancy values. But the stream which has lowest Low flow component (L) (Top
Left) is the same stream as the one representative of median constancy (C) value,
indicating that interpretation of low flow (L) and constancy (C) having correlation would
be flawed. It is worth noting that a stream can have high constancy (C) value if it is dry
for a long period of time or if the stream is dominated by stable baseflow which only
deviates by a small amount throughout the year.
These interpretations of PCA results, beyond their common application towards
dimension reduction have been possible because of the selection of a manageable number
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of variables and the use of Varimax rotation. A simple PCA with many variables loaded
onto each PC would not have enabled these interpretations.
4. 3 Classification
The spatial structure of the streamflow classes we found appears to be consistent
with the influence of climate, although classes are not geographically distinct. Some
regions have a number of different stream classes in close proximity. One reason for this
may be due to our retention of magnitude in our choice of variables, and this propagates
through to the PCA components and classification. Streams with different magnitude can
occur in close geographic proximity and thus where magnitude impacts class there is not
a precise geographic separation of the classes. This is one of the aspects that separates
our classification from other classification studies (Liermann et al. 2012; McManamay et
al. 2012; Poff 1996).
Hydrologic classifications help to organize hydrologic information and provide
support to the development of environmental flow standards. The classification presented
here is an unsupervised classification in that it was derived entirely from streamflow
regime characteristics and serves as a vehicle for grouping streams with like flow
regimes. The only connection to stream ecology is through the choice of variables. An
alternative approach could have been supervised classification where ecological data was
used directly in the creation of flow regime classes. This would be a worthwhile
approach for future investigation, contingent on having sufficient ecological data at sites
where streamflow regime can be quantified. We could have pursued this through
modeling of flow regime at sites with ecological data, but our focus was on examining
the impact of climate change. Work that is part of the broader study, of which this thesis
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is part, has examined relationships between ecological data and the streamflow regime
variables, PCA components and classes studied here, and this work supports the
ecological relevance of the variables chosen (Hill et al. 2013).
4. 4 Prediction of Flow Regime Class Using Watershed and Climate Variables
This study provides an approach for predicting the ecologically relevant flow
regime classes we have derived using watershed and climate variables, so that streamflow
class can be determined at ungauged sites. This provides the opportunity to examine
relationships to biological species occurrence and composition which are often measured
at ungauged sites. Earlier work (Chinnayakanahalli et al. 2011) has done this for the
western US. The classification presented here would enable this work at a national scale.
The predictive model developed here was at the detail eight class level, since in
the clustering method used (Ward’s) the eight detail classes are subsets of the three broad
classes and predictions of the eight classes can thus produce predictions of the broader
three classes. The model developed indicated that with a small set of seven climate,
geomorphological and soil watershed variables, we could predict the natural stream flow
regime classes with about 75% accuracy. This modeling approach successfully predicted
smaller streams which were snow fed with high accuracy while for the driest intermittent
streams, the model did not perform quite as well. While we included quite a broad range
of climate and geological predictors, there may be opportunities to improve the model by
looking for new variables that discriminate the more difficult to predict intermittent
streams. This may be a worthwhile focus of future investigations.
Additionally, by comparing model predictions to streamflow class determined
from observed streamflow, this model can indicate sites where there are alterations in
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streamflow. In this case the model would indicate what the stream class would be
without the alterations, which can be then compared to class determined from measured
streamflow with alterations to assess the impact of the alterations. This model can also be
used in combination with a model for richness and composition of stream biologic
organisms that uses streamflow regime class as an input which provides the capability for
bioassessment.
Furthermore, based on projections of changes in watershed climate input
variables, the model enables assessment of potential class changes into the future that
have implications for the stream ecosystems that depend on streamflow regime. While it
is possible to achieve many of these modeling purposes using the sixteen original
variables or reduced dimensionality PCA factors, the modeling was done here using the
streamflow regime classification we developed. Classification provides an organization
that is often helpful in management and in assessing the broad pattern associated with
change.
4. 5 Future Predictions of Stream Classes
The results have documented a number of potential changes in streamflow regime
classes due to climate change, and some cases where streamflow regime changes from
the 2000s to 2050s then reverts back in the 2090s. These potential reversions have
important implication on stream ecology and can be useful for ecological restoration
studies. With freshwater fauna having a high extinction rate and limited practicality of
restoration projects to create historical conditions (Palmer et al. 2005), the reversion of
streams back to their original class is an important consideration for the ecological heath
of streams. However, the occurrence of streams reverting back to their original class
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raises a question as to whether the stream classes have actually reverted back to the same
class or whether a new class outside the domain of our model has been formed since our
model can only predict eight classes and cannot form new class based on the new
climatic conditions in these watersheds. There may be some support for this idea in the
distribution of class sizes (Figure 3-15) where the streams in the largest class (Small
Flashy Perennial, C21) appear to have been distributed across other Flashy Perennial (C)
classes.
The model predictions showed more changes in streams in the central and eastern
part of the US compared to the western parts. This was consistent with the modeled
climate results in the North central as well as the eastern part of the US where
temperatures are projected to increase and precipitation on the eastern side is projected to
increase. In the western mountain regions the streamflow regime of snow fed streams
appears to be relatively insensitive to climate change. The seasonal nature and pattern of
streamflow is stable, with any adjustments due to climate change not manifesting as
streamflow regime changes in the eight classes used. Although the sites studied were
classified as reference stations, they do still have some degree of anthropogenic
disturbance (Falcone et al., 2010). This was more the case for sites in the eastern US
compared to the western US, which introduces more uncertainty into the results for the
eastern US. Part of the greater number of changes noted in the eastern US may be
attributable to this additional uncertainty.
The results of these changes in flow regime can be used by aquatic managers to
anticipate how biological indicators may change in response to climate change.
Biological assessments are used to check if the waters in streams are meeting their
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designated aquatic life uses and these assessments are based on comparison of observed
biota with those expected to occur without human stress (or in reference conditions).
With the change in stream class, there is potential for changes in stream biodiversity and
hence the ability to apply and interpret these assessment tools will also change.
There are also opportunities for further research based on this work. The predicted
changes in stream classes are bounded within the eight classes defined. Extending the
study domain (e.g. including other parts of US like Alaska, North into Canada or South
into Mexico) may result in different classes and extend the bounds imposed by the area
we examined. Also, as much as we want our classification to be robust, classification can
get updated with new information and novel approaches. Some climate change studies
have predicted conditions which are harsher than the A2 scenario (Raupach et al. 2007)
used here. The changes in flow regime might be greater than predicted here for these
different scenarios.
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CHAPTER 5
5. CONCLUSIONS

Our work classified 601 reference condition streams in the contiguous US and
predicted the changes in these streams by the end of the 21st century. This classification
used distilled Principal component (PC) factors from 16 carefully selected streamflow
regime variables which were relevant to stream ecology. In our judgment these sixteen
variables represent the primary aspects of flow relevant for stream ecology and serve as a
starting set for eco hydrology studies. The classification of reference condition streams
based on these variables provides an updated ecologically relevant classification of US
streams. This classification differs from previous classifications in that there is not a
distinct geographic separation of classes. Since we retained magnitude as a classification
variable and small and large streams can occur in close proximity, our classes are
intermingled. This is justifiable due to the importance of the magnitude of streams as a
determinant of the stream ecosystem.
A Random Forest model to predict flow regime class, based on climate and
watershed attributes was developed. This model provides a tool for understanding the
effects on ecologically important aspects of flow regime due to alterations in the
watershed and change in climate. In examining the impacts of projected climate change
we found that 33% of selected streams were predicted to change their flow regime
characteristics by the end of 2100. The smallest changes were predicted for snow fed
Steady Perennial streams, which occurred mostly in the eastern US while rain fed Small
Flashy Perennial streams as well as the two less steady Late and Early Intermittent stream
classes were predicted to change the most. These stream class changes predicted by the
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model represent a significant contribution to quantifying the potential change in
ecologically important flow regime characteristics for streams in the US. To our
knowledge, no previous investigators have predicted quantitatively how the ecologically
relevant flow regime for the US is expected to change with climate change.
Despite some shortcomings, our approach to the study of changes in streamflow
regime due to climate change provides information on spatial patterns of streamflow
regimes across the US and projections of changes that should be considered in the
examination of climate change impacts on stream ecology.
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WATERSHED ATTRIBUTES
The following watershed attributes to be used in Statitistical model for predicting
regime class were based on those used by Chinnayakanahalli (2010).
1. TMIN_WS: Watershed average of the coldest month’s PRISM mean monthly air
temperature.
2. TMAX_WS: Watershed average of the warmest month’s PRISM mean monthly
air temperature
3. TMEAN_WS: Watershed average of the annual mean of the PRISM mean
monthly air temperature.
4. DIFF_T: TMAX_WS – TMIN_WS
5. DeltaT: Watershed average of the seasonal amplitude of mean monthly
temperature. The amplitude of the annual sin/cos cycle fit to the mean across
years of PRISM monthly temperature.
6. SD_TMIN_WS: Standard Deviation across each watershed of the coldest month’s
PRISM mean monthly air temperature.
7. SD_TMAX_WS: Standard Deviation across each watershed of the warmest
month’s PRISM mean monthly air temperature.
8. MINP_WS: Watershed average of the driest month’s PRISM mean monthly
precipitation.
9. MAXP_WS: Watershed average of the wettest month’s PRISM mean monthly
precipitation.
10. MEANP_WS: Watershed average of the annual mean of the PRISM mean
monthly precipitation.
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11. DIFF_P: MAXP_WS – MINP_WS
12. DeltaP: Watershed average of seasonal amplitude of precipitation (Woods 2003).
The amplitude of the annual sin/cos cycle fit to the mean across years of PRISM
monthly precipitation.
13. Ppt50avg: The point of time in the year (in months counting from the beginning
of January) at which cumulative annual precipitation passes 50% of the total
annual precipitation. This is evaluated for each year from PRISM monthly
precipitation as a fractional month quantity then averaged across years of record.
14 – 25. Precip_<Month>_Sc : Watershed average mean monthly precipitation
scaled by dividing by mean annual precipitation. (<Month> = Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr,
May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec)
26. PropSnX : Watershed average of mean proportion of precipitation that occurs in
months when max temp < 0 C. The months with PRISM max temperature < 0 C
are determined each year and the proportion of precipitation determined for these
months each year and averaged across years of record.
27. PrecSnX: Watershed average of the annual average of yearly precipitation that
occurs in months when max temp < 0 C. The months with PRISM max
temperature < 0 C are determined each year and the amount of precipitation
summed for these months each year and averaged across years of record.
28. PropSnM: Watershed average of mean proportion of precipitation that occurs in
months when mean temp < 0 C. The months with PRISM mean temperature < 0
C are determined each year and the proportion of precipitation determined for
these months each year and averaged across years of record.
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29. PrecSnM: Watershed average of the annual average of yearly precipitation that
occurs in months when mean temp < 0 C. The months with PRISM mean
temperature < 0 C are determined each year and the amount of precipitation
summed for these months each year and averaged across years of record.
30. RH_WS: Watershed average of the annual mean of the PRISM mean monthly
relative humidity.
31. PETbar: Watershed average of the mean annual potential evapotranspiration.
32. Rdryness: Climate Dryness Index (see Woods, 2003) , the ratio of PETbar to
MEANP_WS.
33. deltaE: Seasonal amplitude of potential evapotranspiration (see Woods, 2003).
34. Seasonality: Climate seasonality index (see Woods, 2003).
35. SQ_KM: Watershed Area.
36. ELEV_WS: Mean watershed elevation.
37. ELEV_MIN: Minimum elevation in the watershed.
38. ELEV_MAX: Maximum elevation in the watershed.
39. ELEV_STD: Standard Deviation in the watershed.
40. SHAPE1: Ratio of the watershed area to the square of the longest distance to the
outlet on the flow path
41. MeanSlp: Watershed average topographic Slope.
42. StdSlp: Standard Deviation of topographic slope.
43. DDEN: Drainage density in meters of stream per square meter of watershed
determined from the stream network as created from drop analysis (Tarboton
1988).
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44. Hypsometric Convexity: Dimensionless elevation-relief ratio calculated as
(ELEV_MED-ELEV_MIN)/(ELEV_MAX-ELEV_MIN) where ELEV_MED is
the median elevation within a watershed.
45. AWCH_AVE: Watershed average of available water capacity of soils
46. BDH_AVE: Watershed average of soil bulk density.
47. KFCT_AVE: Watershed average of soil erodibility factor.
48. OMH_AVE: Watershed mean high value of soil organic matter content.
49. PRMH_AVE: Watershed mean high values of soil permeability.
50. WTDH_AVE:Watershed average high values of seasonally high water table(from
STATSGO).
51. RDH_AVE: Watershed mean high values to depth to bedrock.

